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Halakhot of Purim 
Rabbi Moshe Shamah 

 
I. Overview 
 

Subsequent to the destruction of the First Temple in 
Jerusalem by the Babylonians (586 B.C.E.) the Persians 
defeated the Babylonians in war (538 B.C.E.) and became 
the ascendant power in the Near East. The Northern 
Kingdom of Israel had already been exiled by the Assyrians 
in 722 B.C.E. The Southern Kingdom of Israel, essentially 
the tribe of Judah together with Benjamin, had been exiled 
from the land of Israel by the Babylonians and now lived in 
the huge Persian Empire. The setting of Megillat Esther is 
in the city of Shushan, capital of Persia, during the time 
period between the Babylonian exile and the Return to Zion 
(late sixth century B.C.E., perhaps 516 B.C.E.). The 
megillah contains an account of a major attempt during that 
epoch to annihilate the Jewish people, men, women and 
children, undertaken by Haman, chief advisor to King 
Ahashverosh. In a beautiful narrative it describes Esther’s 
ascension to becoming queen, Haman’s reason for his 
diabolic intent (the steadfast refusal of a Jewish leader, 
Mordekhai, to bow to him), details of the king’s decree, 
and the amazing confluence of events including Queen 
Esther’s intervention that brought about the miraculous 
saving of the Jewish People. Their extraordinary victory 
over their enemies was achieved on the fourteenth and 
fifteenth days of Adar, days ever since celebrated as Purim.  
   
II. Prior to Purim 
 

1. On the Shabbat before Rosh Hodesh Adar, or on Rosh 
Hodesh Adar itself when it falls on Shabbat, we read 
Parashat Sheqalim (Exodus 30: 11-16) after the regular 
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Torah reading for that day. The portion describes the past 
requirement of contributing a half-sheqel toward 
construction of the Mishkan, and subsequently toward the 
service performed in it. This obligation was later 
transposed to that of the Temple when it replaced the 
Mishkan. Since Haman proposed to pay ten thousand 
sheqalim to the king’s treasury to destroy the Jewish 
people, this mitzvah has been seen as symbolizing our 
intentions to counteract the negative intentions of the 
enemies of the nation.  

2. On the Shabbat immediately before Purim, after the 
regular Torah reading, we read Parashat Zakhor (Deut. 25: 
17-19). This portion calls upon Israel to remember what 
Amaleq did to us upon our leaving Egypt, while we were 
traveling in the desert, fatigued and weary. Unprovoked, 
Amaleq perpetrated evil acts against Israel, specifically 
attacking the stragglers and weak, having no fear of G-d. 
We are told to eliminate Amaleq - understood to represent 
evil-doers - from the world. (On Shabbatot following Purim 
we read Parashat Parah and Parashat Hahodesh.) 

3. Adar 13, usually the day before Purim, is Ta`anit Esther, 
a day commemorating the fast the Jewish People observed, 
according to tradition, to prompt repentance when battling 
their enemies. When Purim falls on Sunday, the fast is 
observed on the preceding Thursday, Adar 11. 

4. From the entry of the month of Adar, in anticipation of 
Purim, to be followed by Pesah, we increase joyousness 
and happy events. 

5. One going on a trip to where he does not expect to find a 
megillah scroll should try to take a megillah with him. If 
not practical, he may read the megillah from Rosh Hodesh 
Adar onwards, but without a berakha. Nevertheless, the 
other mitzvot of Purim should be fulfilled on Purim day. 
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III. Reading of the Megillah  

1.  Both men and women are required to read the megillah 
or hear it read from a kosher megillah scroll twice on 
Purim, at night and during the day.  
 
2.  The mitzvah of reading the megillah is more properly 
fulfilled in the presence of a congregation in order to 
participate in publicizing the miracle (pirsume nissa). If 
one cannot come to the synagogue or otherwise participate 
in a minyan, he/she may read it or hear it read individually.   
 
3.  Berakhot:  Three blessings are recited on the megillah 
prior to the evening reading:   
 

a) Al Miqra Megillah (for the reading itself)   
b) She`asah Nissim La’abotenu (mentioning the 

miracles Hashem performed for our fathers)  
c) Sheheheyanu (expressing gratitude that Hashem has 

kept us alive to participate in this occasion). When 
reciting Sheheheyanu, one should also intend to 
cover the other mitzvot of the day. 

 
One blessing is recited at the conclusion of the reading, 
Harab et Ribenu (acknowledging that it was Hashem who 
fought our battles). At this point, there are various customs 
concerning the recital of celebratory statements. 
 
The same blessings are recited for the daytime reading 
except for Sheheheyanu.1 If one omitted Sheheheyanu in 
the evening it should be recited in the day.  
 

                                                 
1 The Ashkenazic custom is to recite Sheheheyanu by day as well. 
According to this custom, the intent to cover the other mitzvot of 
the day should be with the daytime Sheheheyanu. 
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4.  The berakhot before the reading are recited even when 
the megillah is being read individually (that is to say, 
without a minyan), whereas the berakha at the conclusion 
of the reading is only recited in a minyan.  
 
5.  The same berakhot are also to be recited by or for 
women who are reading or hearing the reading without a 
minyan.2 If ten women are hearing the reading together, 
although it does not constitute a ‘minyan’ for other rituals, 
it is pirsume nissa and the concluding berakha is also 
recited. 
 
6.  One holding a kosher megillah scroll may read along 
with the hazzan. One who does not have a kosher megillah 
scroll should not read along but listen to every word said by 
the hazzan and have in mind to fulfill his/her obligation. It 
is important the hazzan be one who enunciates each word 
clearly. 
 
7.  Every person who reads Hebrew should preferably have 
at least a printed text of the megillah in front of him/her to 
follow along quietly. If one misses some of the words read 
by the hazzan, it is permitted to read them from the printed 
text and catch up providing this is only done with a 
minority of the megillah.  
 
8.  From the recitation of the first berakha until the 
conclusion of the last berakha there should be no talking or 
interruptions. Stamping feet during the reading is 
disturbing and inappropriate and should not be done. Very 
young children or those with noise-making toys, who will 
possibly create a disturbance and interfere with the 
fulfillment of the mitzvah, should not be present in the 

                                                 
2 The Ashkenazic custom is that when the megillah is read for or by 
women, the first berakha is changed to ‘Lishmo`ah Miqra Megillah.’ 
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synagogue during megillah reading. If such children are in 
the synagogue, a baby-sitter should be provided in another 
area.  
 
9.  Unlike the case with the Torah, it is permissible to 
directly touch the megillah scroll when reading (with clean 
hands of course).  
 
10. Since in the megillah the text is termed a “letter,” it is a 
widespread custom that as a page is read it is not 
immediately rolled up as is the case with a Torah scroll. At 
the conclusion of the reading it is rolled up before 
beginning the concluding blessing. 
 
11. The time for reading the megillah in the evening begins 
at set hakokhabim (the appearance of stars), the time that 
the fast ends. One should not eat until performing the 
mitzvah. As the day concluding with set hakokhabim is 
usually Ta`anit Esther, it may be that one is hungry or 
thirsty. If necessary, one may have a light snack before the 
reading. 
 
IV. Mahasit Hasheqel  

It is customary to give a half-sheqel or half-dollar to charity 
for each family member before or on Purim, in 
commemoration of the mitzvah of mahasit hasheqel. 
 
V.  Mishlo’ah Manot   

1.  Each man and woman must send a food gift composed 
of at least two types of food or drink that may be used for 
that day’s festive meal to at least one person. The primary 
purpose of this mitzvah is to increase friendship between 
people. To some extent it may also provide for some needy.  
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2.  It is praiseworthy to send mishlo’ah manot to many 
people and to send portions according to the standards of 
the giver, increasing harmony and amity in the nation. 
 
3.  At least the primary food gift that one sends to fulfill the 
mitzvah must be sent and received during the day of Purim. 
 
4. The mitzvah is not fulfilled by sending money.  
 
5. A mourner is required to fulfill the mitzvah of mishlo’ah 
manot. Others do not send to the mourner but may send to a 
spouse or other member of the family. 
 
VI. Matanot La’ebyonim  

1.  In addition to mishlo’ah manot, during the day of Purim 
we must give food, substance or monetary gifts to at least 
two poor people or their representatives. 
 
2.  If one can afford it, it is appropriate to give to many 
more than the minimum two poor people or their 
representatives. 
 
3.  On Purim, we are not very particular with the recipients 
of charity – “Whosoever extends his hand, we give him.” 
 
VII. Se`udat Purim  

1.  Everyone must partake of a festive meal on Purim. This 
mitzvah is not fulfilled at night but only during the day.  
 
2.  As the miracle of Purim came about through festive 
banquets with drinking of wine, to some extent the Purim 
se`uda should have such a quality, including alcoholic 
beverages for the adults. The Talmud states that one should 
become so joyous until he does not know the difference 
between “Cursed is Haman, blessed is Mordekhai.” 
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Whatever interpretation is given to this statement, and there 
are many, it is absolutely clear that one may only drink to 
the extent that he does not violate a halakha and is able to 
recite birkat hamazon and relevant prayers with proper 
concentration.  
 
VIII. Purim on Friday 
 

The festive meal celebrating Purim is not to be held at night 
but at some point during the day. When Purim falls on a 
Friday, it is necessary to have the meal early enough in the 
day so as not to interfere with having the Friday night meal 
of Shabbat with appetite.  
 
Some rabbis have advised having the meal in the morning. 
When impractical, the meal may be had in the early 
afternoon. For example, sunset on Purim day in the New 
York area (2008, when Purim last fell on Friday) was at 
7:10 and the standard Friday minha-arbit services began at 
6:40 for Shir Hashirim and 6:55 for minha. A festive meal 
beginning at 1 o’clock or 1:30 should allow enough time to 
have a Shabbat meal with appetite at 8 o’clock. (Those for 
whom it is practical may choose to pray with a minha 
gedola minyan at 1:05 p.m.). 
 
Other rabbis have advised having the Purim meal attached 
to the Shabbat meal, essentially combining both into one 
great meal. In this option, the first part of the great meal is 
had shortly before Shabbat. Arbit should not be prayed 
beforehand. At candlelighting time, the women light the 
Shabbat candles and Shabbat is accepted by all, a covering 
is spread over the bread and Shabbat qiddush is recited. 
Assuming the berakha had already been said over the wine 
in the Purim portion of the meal, the qiddush is recited 
without the berakha on the wine. Assuming hamosi had 
already been said on bread in the Purim portion of the meal, 
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that berakha also is not repeated in the Shabbat portion of 
the meal. In birkat hamazon, `al hanisim is recited for 
Purim and reseh vehahalisenu for Shabbat.    
 
IX. Prayers 
 

1.  In the amida of Purim and in birkat hamazon we recite 
Al Hanissim followed by Bimeh Mordekhai VeEsther in 
their proper places as specified in all siddurim. If one 
forgot to recite them, he does not repeat the amida or birkat 
hamazon. If one remembered before having mentioned 
Hashem’s name in the berakha following them, he may 
“return” and say them at that spot and then proceed from 
there. One who remembered too late, but still is in the 
amida or birkat hamazon, should insert them at the end of 
the amida before oseh shalom or in the harahman portion 
of birkat hamazon.   
  
2.   Tefillin are donned on Purim.  
 
3.  Hallel is not recited on Purim. Some Talmudic sages say 
the megillah takes the place of Hallel. Others say Hallel is 
reserved for miracles that occur in the Land of Israel 
(subsequent to having originally entered the land). Others 
explain that we did not achieve freedom on Purim to be 
fully “servants of the Almighty,” but remained under the 
rule of Ahashverosh in exile.  
 
4. Tahanunim are not recited on Purim and Shushan Purim. 
There is no musaf on Purim.  
 
5.  Before arbit and in shahrit we recite Psalm 22. Here, the 
psalmist is in a grievous, life-threatening situation from his 
enemies and is ill from the troubles besetting him. He 
recalls G-d’s saving intervention on behalf of the nation in 
the past and His caring for him from birth and is able to 
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overcome his despair with prayer that obviously leads to 
salvation. The Sages applied this psalm to Haman’s attempt 
to annihilate the Jewish People and Mordekhai and Esther’s 
endeavors that brought salvation. 
 
6.  In arbit, the megillah is read after the amida followed by 
ve’ata qadosh. In shahrit, it is read after the Torah, just 
before ve’ata qadosh. (The verse of ve’ata qadosh [Psalm 
22:4] is from the psalm we read on Purim, and immediately 
follows the verse which the Talmud links to the halakha of 
reading the megillah by day and night.) On Saturday night, 
the blessing boreh me’oreh ha’esh is recited before the 
reading. 
 
7.  There are three olim to the Torah on Purim. The portion 
read - from Parashat Beshalah (Ex. 17: 8-16) - speaks of 
Joshua’s battling and weakening Amaleq. As the passage 
contains only 9 verses, Shulhan Arukh (O.H. 693:4) 
requires the repetition of the last verse.3 It contains the 
famous scene of Moshe on the mountaintop. When his 
hand was raised Israel was ascendant, when lowered, 
Amaleq was ascendant. The Mishnah (R.H. 3:8) explains 
this as an allegory meaning that when Bene Yisrael turn 
their hearts to Hashem, they are successful, otherwise they 
are not. 
 
X. General Halakhot 

1.  Purim is celebrated on Adar 14 in most of the world. In 
order to commemorate the one-day-later celebration of 
Shushan, where the battle continued for a second day, cities 
that were walled (like Shushan) when Joshua led the nation 
into the land of Israel (for example, Jerusalem) celebrate 
Purim on Adar 15.  

                                                 
3 The Ashkenazic custom is not to repeat the last verse, given that the 
passage is a complete unit with the 9 verses. 
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2.  It is prohibited to fast or have eulogies on Purim. 
 
3. Public aspects of mourning are suspended for the day 
similarly to Shabbat. This is one of the cases where 
Shulhan Arukh codifies the halakha differently in two 
different chapters. We follow the later, lenient codification.  
 
4.  Working is permitted on Purim except in those places 
that have a specific custom not to work. In any event, doing 
business by buying and selling merchandise is permitted.  
 
5.  It is permitted to have weddings on Purim. 
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Peshat and Derash in Megillat Esther* 

Rabbi Hayyim Angel 
 
Introduction 
 

Elisha ben Avuyah said:  one who learns as a child, to 
what is he compared?  To ink written upon a new 
writing sheet; and one who learns [when] old, to what 
is he compared? To ink written upon an erased 
writing sheet. (Avot 4:20) 

 
Megillat Esther is among the most difficult biblical 

books to study anew, precisely because it is so familiar.  
Many assumptions accompany us through our study of the 
Megillah, occasionally clouding our perceptions of what is 
in the text and what is not. 

Any serious study of the peshat messages of the 
Megillah must begin with a clear sense of what is explicitly 
in the text, what can be inferred legitimately from the text, 
and what belongs primarily in a thematic exposition, using 
the text as a springboard for important religious concepts.  
In this essay, we will consider some pertinent examples 
from Megillat Esther. 
 

Peshat Considerations in the Megillah 
 
A. The Shaul-Agag Rematch 
 

On five occasions in the Megillah, Haman is called an 
“Agagite.”1

 Several early traditions consider this 

                                                 
* This article appeared originally as a Review Essay of Hadassah Hi 
Esther in Tradition 34:4 (Winter 2000), pp. 79-97; and that was 
reprinted with minor modifications in my book, Through an Opaque 
Lens (NY: Sephardic Publication Foundation, 2006), pp. 307-330.  This 
is a modified version that has not previously been published. 
1 This note and all subsequent notes can be found on page 24 ff. 
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appellation a reference to Haman’s descent from King 
Agag of Amalek, whom Shaul defeated (I Sam. 15).2 

Similarly, several midrashic traditions identify the Kish 
of Mordekhai’s pedigree (2:5—ben Yair ben Shimi ben 
Kish) with King Shaul’s father (I Sam. 9:1).3  From this 
vantage point, Mordekhai’s recorded pedigree spans some 
five centuries in order to connect him and Esther to Shaul.  
If indeed Haman is of royal Amalekite stock, and 
Mordekhai and Esther descend from King Shaul, then the 
Purim story may be viewed as a dramatic rematch of the 
battle between Shaul and Agag. 

However, neither assumption is rooted in the text of the 
Megillah.  The etymology of “Agagite” is uncertain; while 
it could mean “from King Agag of Amalek,” it may be a 
Persian or Elamite name.4 Had the author of the Megillah 
wanted to associate Haman with Amalek, it could have 
dubbed him “the Amalekite” explicitly. The same holds 
true for Mordekhai and Esther’s descent from King Shaul 
(Ibn Ezra). It is possible that the Kish mentioned in the 
Megillah is Mordekhai’s great-grandfather, not a distant 
ancestor.5 

Regardless of the historical factuality of the 
aforementioned identifications, a strong argument can be 
made for a thematic rematch between the forces of good 
and evil which runs parallel to Shaul’s inadequate efforts to 
eradicate Amalek. In this case, the association can be 
inferred from the text of the Megillah itself.6 Thus, the 
conflict between Mordekhai and Haman, symbolic of a 
greater battle between Israel and Amalek, is well taken 
conceptually. But it is tenuous to contend that the 
biological connections are manifest in the text of the 
Megillah itself. However, if the Midrashim had received 
oral traditions regarding these historical links, we accept 
them—ve-im kabbalah hi, nekabbel. 
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B. Assimilation 

Based on various midrashic readings, it is often argued 
that the turning point of the Megillah is when the Jews fast 
(4:1-3, 16-17; 9:31), thereby repenting from earlier 
assimilationist tendencies demonstrated by their sinful 
participation in Ahashverosh’s party. However, there is no 
theological explanation of why the Jews “deserved” 
genocide in the Megillah; on the contrary, the sole textual 
motivation behind Haman’s decree is Mordekhai’s refusal 
to show obeisance to Haman (3:2-8). By staunchly standing 
out, Mordekhai jeopardizes his own life and the lives of his 
people.7 

Moreover, there is no indication in the Megillah that the 
Jews ever did anything wrong. On the contrary, the 
references to the Jews display them mourning and fasting,8 
first spontaneously, and then at Mordekhai’s directive (4:1-
3, 16-17; 9:31). They celebrate their victory (9:16-28), 
sending gifts to each other and giving charity to the poor. 
Moreover, the Jews were given express permission to 
plunder their adversaries (8:11), yet the Megillah 
repeatedly stresses that they refrained from doing so (9:10, 
15, 16).9 

Consider also Haman’s formulation of his request to 
exterminate the Jews: “their laws are different from every 
nation” (3:8). Several Midrashim find in Haman’s 
accusation testimony that the Jews observed mitzvot, and 
stood distinctly apart from their pagan counterparts.10 

Curiously, the only overt indications of foreign 
influence on the Jews in the Megillah are the names 
Mordekhai and Esther, which probably derive from the 
pagan deities Marduk11 and Ishtar.12 However, the use of 
pagan names need not indicate assimilation of Mordekhai 
and Esther, nor of the community at large.13 

Perhaps the only implicit indication of Jewish 
wrongdoing is the fact that the Jews already had been 
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permitted to return to Israel by Cyrus the Great (538 b.c.e.), 
yet a majority did not return, comfortably remaining in 
Babylonia and Persia.14 Moreover, scholarly consensus 
recognizes that the Temple already was built (516 b.c.e.) by 
the probable time of the Purim story (483-474 b.c.e.), 
magnifying the Jews’ misdeed of not returning.15 But these 
are inferences not made explicit in the text of the Megillah. 

Not only is there no textual evidence of Jewish 
assimilation—on the contrary, the Megillah consistently 
portrays Jews positively—but there is no rabbinic 
consensus on this matter, either. The oft-quoted Gemara 
used to prove assimilation reads: 

R. Shimon b. Yohai was asked by his disciples, Why 
were the enemies of Israel (a euphemism for the 
Jews) in that generation deserving of extermination? 
He said to them: Answer the question. They said: 
Because they partook of the feast of that wicked one. 
[He said to them]: If so, those in Shushan should have 
been killed, but not those in other provinces! They 
then said, answer the question. He said to them: It 
was because they bowed down to the image. They 
said to him, then why did God forgive them (i.e., they 
really deserved to be destroyed)? He replied: They 
only pretended to worship, and He also only 
pretended to exterminate them; and so it is written, 
“For he afflicted not from his heart.” (Megillah 12a)16 

 

R. Shimon b. Yohai’s students suggested that the Jews 
deserved to be destroyed because of their willing 
participation in Ahashverosh’s party, without stating what 
was wrong with this participation. Shir HaShirim Rabbah 
7:8 states that the Jews sinned at the party by eating non-
kosher food. Alternatively, Esther Rabbah 7:13 considers 
prostitution the primary sin at the party.17 

A contrary midrashic opinion is found in Midrash 
Panim Aherim 2, which relates that the Jews specifically 
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avoided the party. In related sources, the Jews cried and 
mourned over Ahashverosh’s festivities.18 

From the aforementioned rabbinic opinions, we find 
controversy over what was wrong with the party, and the 
extent of the Jews’ participation (if any). But this entire 
discussion becomes moot when we consider that R. Shimon 
b. Yohai rejects his students’ hypothesis on the grounds 
that only Shushan’s Jewry participated; the Jews in other 
provinces never attended either of Ahashverosh’s parties.19 

R. Shimon b. Yohai then submits his own opinion: the 
Jews bowed to “the image.” Rashi avers that the image 
refers to the statue of Nebuchadnezzar (see Daniel chapter 
3), while Meiri (Sanhedrin 74b) quotes an alternative 
reading of our Gemara, which indicates that the “image” 
was an idol that Haman wore as people bowed to him.20 

Both possibilities present difficulties: According to 
Rashi, the Jews were to be punished for the transgression of 
their ancestors, though there is no evidence in the Megillah 
that they perpetuated this sinful conduct. According to 
Meiri’s alternative reading, the question of R. Shimon b. 
Yohai against his students simply becomes more acute: 
only the members of the king’s court in Shushan bowed to 
Haman. Most Jews of Shushan, and all Jews from the outer 
provinces, never prostrated before Haman. 

In any case, the Gemara concludes that the Jews bowed 
without conviction. God “externally” threatened the Jews in 
return, i.e., the threat was perceived, not real. Thus, the 
Gemara never resolves the theological question. The Jews 
in the Megillah are consistently portrayed in a favorable 
light, and the Gemara’s ambivalence over the theological 
cause of the Purim story only supports this reading. As a 
result, we must relegate discussions of assimilation 
completely to the realm of derekh ha-derash, i.e., 
assimilation is something to be criticized, but the Megillah 
is not engaged in this condemnation—it has other religious 
purposes.  
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C. Religious Observance 

The Megillah makes no mention of the distinctly 
mitzvah-related behavior of the heroes, nor of the nation. 
Other than the term “Yehudi(m),” there is nothing distinctly 
Jewish in the Megillah. Most prominent is the absence of 
God’s Name. Also missing are any references to the Torah 
or specific mitzvot. The holiday at the end of the Megillah 
could be viewed as a nationalistic celebration of victory. 
The only sign of Jewish ritual is fasting; but even that is 
conspicuously not accompanied by prayer.21 The omission 
of God’s Name and prayer is even more striking when we 
contrast Masoretic Text with the Septuagint additions—
where the Jews pray to God and God intervenes on several 
occasions. In the Septuagint version of the Megillah, God’s 
Name appears over fifty times22. It appears unmistakable 
that the author of the Megillah intended to stifle references 
to God and Jewish religious practice. In the second section 
of this essay, we will address this question. 

D. Mordekhai’s Disobedience 

Mordekhai’s rationale for not prostrating involves his 
Jewishness (3:4), but the Megillah does not explain how. 
Many biblical figures bow to kings and nobles as a sign of 
respect, not worship; notably Esther bows to Ahashverosh 
in 8:3.23 The text suggests that Mordekhai did not want to 
honor the king and his command (see 3:2-4), but this 
explanation seems puzzling. Would Mordekhai endanger 
his own life, and the lives of all Jews24 for this reason? 
Esther Rabbah 6:2 finds it unlikely: 

But Mordekhai did not bow down nor prostrate 
himself before him (3:2). Was Mordekhai then 
looking for quarrels or disobedient to the king’s 
command? The fact is that when Ahashverosh 
ordered that all should bow down to Haman, the latter 
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fixed an idolatrous image on his breast for the 
purpose of making all bow down to an idol.25

 

Other rabbinic sources contend that rather than wearing an 
idol, Haman considered himself a deity.26 

Nevertheless, the text never alludes to idolatry in regard 
to Haman, nor anywhere else in the Megillah.27 It appears 
that technical idolatry did not figure into Mordekhai’s 
refusal to bow to Haman. In the second section of this 
essay, we will consider alternative responses to this 
question. 

To conclude, we find that certain midrashic 
assumptions are without clear support in the biblical text, 
and there often is disagreement in rabbinic sources. Both 
Mordekhai and Esther’s biological connection to Shaul and 
Haman’s descent from King Agag of Amalek are 
debatable. There is no evidence of Jewish assimilation in 
the Megillah, nor is there testimony to overtly Jewish 
religiosity. Finally, it is unclear why Mordekhai refused to 
bow to Haman, which is surprising given the centrality this 
episode has in the narrative. 

Although these ambiguities make an understanding of 
the Megillah more complicated, they also free the 
interpreter to look beyond the original boundaries of 
explanation, to reconsider the text and its messages anew. 
We now can turn to some of the central messages which do 
arise from the text of the Megillah. 
 

The Central Messages of the Megillah 

A. Ahashverosh as the Main Character 

In determining the literary framework of the Megillah, 
Rabbi David Henshke notes that, viewed superficially, 
chapter one contributes Vashti’s removal, making way for 
Esther. However, the text elaborately describes the king’s 
wealth and far-reaching power. This lengthy description 
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highlights the fact that there is a different plot in the 
Megillah: the king’s power is described in detail, because it 
is central to the message of the Megillah. Moreover the 
Megillah does not end with the Jews’ celebration. It 
concludes with a description of Ahashverosh’s wealth and 
power, just as it begins. Thus, the Purim story is played out 
on Ahashverosh’s stage.28 

The other major characters of the Megillah—Esther, 
Mordekhai, and Haman—are completely dependent on the 
good will of the king. For example, the political influence 
of Esther and Mordekhai ostensibly contributed 
significantly to the salvation of the Jews. However, the 
Megillah repeatedly reminds the reader how their authority 
was subject to the king’s moods. Esther knew that Vashti 
had been deposed in an instant. The king even held a 
second beauty contest immediately after queening Esther 
(2:19). Finally, when the moment to use her influence 
arrived, Esther was terrified to confront the king to plead 
on behalf of her people. The fact that she had not been 
summoned for thirty days reminded her of her precarious 
position (4:11). 

Mordekhai, who rose to power at the end of the 
Megillah, likewise recognized the king’s fickleness. Just as 
the previous vizier was hanged, so too Mordekhai never 
could feel secure in his new position. 

Perhaps the most striking example is the conflict 
between Haman and Mordekhai. Rabbi Henshke points out 
that after Haman parades Mordekhai around Shushan (a 
tremendous moral victory for Mordekhai over his 
archenemy), Mordekhai midrashically returns to his 
sackcloth and ashes (see Megillah 16a). After Haman is 
hanged (when the conflict between Mordekhai and Haman 
should be over), only the king is relieved because the threat 
to his own wife is eliminated (7:10); even after 
Ahashverosh turns Haman’s post over to Mordekhai, Esther 
still must grovel before the king (8:1-6). The Jews remain 
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in mortal fear because of the king’s decree, irrespective of 
Haman. 

B. God and Ahashverosh 

The main characters of the Megillah have counterparts: 
Mordekhai opposes Haman; Esther is contrasted to Vashti 
(and later Zeresh). On the surface of the Megillah, only 
Ahashverosh does not have a pair—but behind the scenes, 
he does: it is God.29 While God’s Name never appears in 
the Megillah, “the king” appears approximately 200 times. 
It would appear that Ahashverosh’s absolute power is 
meant to occupy the role normally assigned to God 
elsewhere in the Bible.30 

Everyone must prostrate himself to the king’s vizier—
how much more respect is therefore required for the one 
who appointed him! And one who enters the throne room 
without the king’s permission risks his or her life—
reminiscent of the Jewish law of the gravity of entering the 
Holy of Holies, God’s “throne room.” Even the lavish 
parties at the beginning of the Megillah fit this theme. 
Instead of all the nations of the world flooding to the 
Temple in Jerusalem to serve God (Isa. 2:2-4), all the 
nations of the world flood to the palace in Shushan to see 
Ahashverosh’s wealth and to get drunk. 

C. The Megillah as Satire31 

Although the king’s authority and power are 
demonstrated amply throughout the Megillah, so are his 
caprice and foolishness. Ahashverosh rules the world, but 
his own wife does not listen to him. He makes decisions 
while drunk, and accepts everyone’s advice. Rabbi 
Henshke convincingly argues that the primary point of the 
Megillah is to display the ostensible power of a human 
king, while satiring his weaknesses. 

The patterns established in chapter one continue 
throughout the Megillah. Haman is promoted, simply 
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because the king wants to promote him. This promotion 
occurs right after Mordekhai saves the king’s life and is not 
rewarded at all. Despite the constant emphasis on the king’s 
laws, giving the impression of orderliness, Ahashverosh 
readily sells an innocent nation for destruction and drinks 
to that decision (3:11-15). Later, he still has the audacity to 
exclaim, “mi hu zeh ve-ezeh hu!” (“who is he and where is 
he,” 7:5). Despite the king’s indignant proclamation, the 
reader discerns the answer to Ahashverosh’s question: it is 
the king himself!32  

The striking parallel between Haman’s decree (3:11-15) 
and Mordekhai’s (8:7-14) further illustrates the king’s 
inconstancy: both edicts follow the identical legal 
procedure and employ virtually the same language, yet one 
allows the Jews to be exterminated while the other permits 
the Jews to defend themselves. Ahashverosh is subservient 
to his own decrees to the point where he cannot even retract 
them himself (1:19; 8:2, cf. Dan. 6:9, 13, 16). Finally, the 
Bigtan and Teresh incident (2:21-23) serves as a reminder 
that the king’s power itself was precarious, and that his 
downfall could arise suddenly from within his Empire.33  

D. Mordekhai’s Disobedience 

What does Haman’s parading of Mordekhai add to the 
plot of the Megillah? Rabbi Henshke responds that this 
question is based upon the assumption that the Megillah 
revolves around the conflict between Mordekhai and 
Haman. However, once it is demonstrated that 
Ahashverosh is the primary character of the Megillah, the 
parade becomes vital to the plot. True, Mordekhai had 
rescued the king; but he had also flouted the king’s laws by 
not bowing to Haman, a dangerous move considering 
Vashti’s fate for a similar crime. Moreover, Mordekhai was 
still subject to the impending decree against the Jews! 
Thus, Mordekhai’s victory over Haman failed to end the 
story, so long as he and his people still were subject to the 
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menacing decree of the king. Haman’s parading Mordekhai 
illustrates the absence of values in Ahashverosh’s world.  

One should add that the Megillah ascribes great 
importance to this parade: Zeresh and Haman’s advisors all 
recognized that somehow, this parade was the harbinger of 
Mordekhai’s triumph over Haman (6:13)—and they were 
proven correct.  

To summarize: In the surface plot of the Megillah—
reflecting the conflict between Mordekhai and Haman, the 
parade marked the beginning of the victory of Mordekhai 
over Haman. On a deeper level, the parade is a striking 
example of the perverse and capricious world of the king. 

In a similar vein, we may identify two layers of 
motivation for Mordekhai’s not bowing to Haman: Rabbi 
Yaakov Medan asserts that Mordekhai does not bow 
because he needs to send a strong message to Israel: 
passivity in the face of evil can cause even more harm in 
the future.34  

In light of Rabbi Henshke’s analysis, another answer 
emerges: Mordekhai wishes to oppose the king’s command 
(3:2, 4). Once the king promotes Haman (especially right 
after Mordekhai had saved the king’s life yet received no 
reward), Mordekhai recognizes the repulsive character of 
the king. Even further, Mordekhai perceives that 
Ahashverosh had “replaced” God as the major visible 
power in Shushan. Thus, Mordekhai finds himself battling 
on two spiritual fronts. On the surface, he opposes Haman, 
but he also engages in a spiritual battle against 
Ahashverosh. Therefore, the text stresses that Mordekhai 
was violating the king’s decree by refusing to prostrate 
before Haman. 

The Gemara lends conceptual support for this dual-
battle of Mordekhai: After Mordekhai learns of the decree 
of annihilation, he begins to mourn: 

“And Mordekhai knew all that had been done” 
(4:1)—what did he say? Rav says: Haman has 
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triumphed over Ahashverosh. Shemuel says: the 
higher king has triumphed over the lower king (Rashi: 
a euphemism for “Ahashverosh has triumphed over 
God”). (Megillah 15a) 

 

According to Rav, Haman was the primary threat to 
Mordekhai and the Jews. Mordekhai bewails Haman’s 
manipulation of the weaker Ahashverosh. But according to 
Shemuel, Mordekhai perceives that Ahashverosh was too 
powerful. His allowing such a wicked individual to rise to 
power weakens the very manifestation of God in this world. 
Rav’s response addresses the surface plot, the conflict 
between Haman and Mordekhai. Shemuel reaches to the 
deeper struggle behind the scenes—God’s battle with 
Ahashverosh.  

E. An Alternative to the World of Ahashverosh 

Instead of stopping at its satire of the king, the Megillah 
offers an alternative lifestyle to the world of Ahashverosh. 
As mentioned earlier, the Megillah consistently portrays the 
Jews’ character in a positive light. In 3:8, Haman contrasts 
the laws of the Jews with the laws of the king. In 4:13-14, 
Mordekhai challenges Esther to risk her life on behalf of 
her people, forcing her to choose between “the king’s 
house” and salvation from “makom aher (another place).”35 
Thus, the Megillah stresses that the Jewish laws and 
practices are an admirable alternative to the decrepit values 
represented by Ahashverosh’s personality and society. 

Ahashverosh is a melekh hafakhpakh, a whimsical 
ruler. His counterpart in the Megillah, God, works behind 
the scenes to influence the Purim story through the process 
of ve-nahafokh hu (9:1), a primary theme in the Megillah. 
In the world of the hafakhpakh everything is arbitrary, self-
serving, and immoral. There is no justice: a Haman can be 
promoted as can a Mordekhai. In contrast, God’s world of 
ve-nahafokh hu is purposeful and just.36 Although the 
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reader is left wondering why the Jews were threatened in 
the first place, God had justice prevail in the end. 

However, one must note that God does not emerge 
completely victorious over Ahashverosh. The Megillah 
concludes with Ahashverosh’s power, eclipsing the full 
manifestation of God’s glory: 

[Why do we not say Hallel on Purim?]...Rava said: 
There is a good reason in that case [of the Exodus 
from Egypt] because it says [in the Hallel], Praise ye 
O servants of the Lord, who are no longer servants of 
Pharaoh — But can we say in this case, Praise ye, 
servants of the Lord and not servants of 
Ahashverosh? We are still servants of Ahashverosh! 
(Megillah 14a) 

Conclusion 

The showdown between Haman and Mordekhai is 
central to the surface plot of the Megillah, whereas the 
more cosmic battle between God and Mordekhai against 
the world of Ahashverosh permeates the very frame of the 
Megillah from beginning to end. 

The reader is left helpless in the face of the question of 
why the Jews deserved this decree. The Jews appear 
completely righteous, and it specifically is the religious and 
national heroism of Mordekhai which endangers them in 
the first place. Yet, the reader of the Megillah, like Iyyov, 
is led to confront God honestly, confident by the end that 
there is justice in the world, even when it is not always 
apparent to the human eye. This piercingly honest 
religiosity has been a source of spiritual inspiration 
throughout the Jewish world since the writing of the 
Megillah. The Megillah challenges us, and brings us ever 
closer to God—who is concealed right beneath the surface 
of the Megillah, battling the insidious and arbitrary world 
of Ahashverosh.  
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NOTES 
1 See 3:1, 10; 8:3, 5; 9:24. 
2 Mishnah Megillah 3:4 requires that Parashat Zakhor (Deut. 25:17-19) 
be read the Shabbat preceding Purim. Mishnah 3:6 mandates that the 
narrative of Amalek’s attack on the Israelites in the wilderness (Ex. 
17:9-17) be read as the Torah portion of Purim. Josephus (Antiquities 
XI:209) asserts that Haman was an Amalekite. 
3 See, for example, Megillah 16a. 
4 Yaakov Klein, Mikhael Heltzer & Yitzhak Avishur et al., Olam 
HaTanakh: Megillot (Tel Aviv: Dodson-Iti, 1996, p. 217) assert that 
the names Haman, Hamedata, and Agag all have Elamite and Persian 
roots. 
5 Cf. Amos Hakham, Da’at Mikra: Hamesh Megillot (Jerusalem: 
Mossad Ha-Rav Kook, 1973), in his comments to 2:5. 
6 Hakham suggests that “Agagite” may be a typological name, intended 
to associate Haman conceptually with “Amalek,” i.e., he acts as one 
from Amalek (the same way many contemporary Jews refer to anti-
Semites as “Amalek,” regardless of their genetic origins). Jon D. 
Levenson (Old Testament Library: Esther [Louisville, KY: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 1997], pp. 56-7) argues similarly, 
adding that Shaul lost his kingdom to David as a result of not killing 
Agag; now, Mordekhai will reclaim some of Shaul’s glory by defeating 
Haman the Agagite—while the Davidic kingdom stopped ten years 
after Jeconiah was exiled (2:6).  
7 See discussion in R. Hayyim David Halevi, Mekor Hayyim ha-Shalem 
(Hebrew), vol. 4, pp. 347-351. 
8 Although the Jews’ mourning and fasting may indicate that they were 
repenting from sins, the text avoids any reference to what these sins 
might have been. These religious acts just as easily could indicate a 
petition to God in times of distress. 
9 This emphasis may serve to demonstrate that the Jews were fighting 
for their very survival (Hakham). On a more conceptual level, the 
Megillah may be contrasting the Jews’ behavior with that of Shaul and 
his soldiers, who plundered Amalek (Gavriel H. Cohn, introduction to 
Da’at Mikra: Esther, p. 14). 
10 See Esther Rabbah 7:12; cf. Megillah 13b; Abba Gorion 26; 2 Panim 
Aherim 68; Aggadat Esther 30-31; Esther Rabbah and Targum Esther 
3:8. Cf. Carey Moore (Anchor Bible: Esther [New York: Doubleday, 
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1971], p. 39), who translates mefuzzar u-meforad as “scattered, yet 
unassimilated.” Hakham (3:8) suggests this possibility as well.  
11 Mordekhai is a variant of “Merodakh” (=Marduk). See Jer. 50:2; cf. 
II Kings 25:27 (~Jer. 52:31); Isa. 39:1. See Megillah 12b; Esther 
Rabbah 6:3; 2 Panim Aherim 62; Pirkei D’Rabbi Eliezer 50; 1 and 2 
Targum Esther 2:5, for midrashic explications of Mordekhai’s name. 
12 See Megillah 13a (several alternative midrashic etymologies of the 
name Esther also are given there as well). Yaakov Klein, Mikhael 
Heltzer & Yitzhak Avishur et al., Olam HaTanakh: Megillot (pp. 238-
9) argue that the name Esther derives from the Persian word “star” 
(meaning “star” in English as well). They reject the derivation from 
Ishtar, since a shin in a Babylonian word (Ishtar) would not be 
transformed into a samekh in the Hebrew (Esther).  
13 Even if pagan names suggest assimilation, it is quite possible that 
their host rulers gave them these names, like Daniel and his friends 
(Dan. 1:7). Cf. Megillah 13a: “the nations of the world called Esther 
this after Ishtar.” At any rate, it is clear that Esther needed to conceal 
her Jewish identity, so her using the name Hadassah would have been 
unreasonable. 
14 Michael Heltzer and Michael Kochman (Olam HaTanakh: Ezra-
Nehemiah [Tel-Aviv: Dodson-Iti, 1997], p. 142) suggest that the list in 
Ezra 2 might count only adult males (as in the name list in Ezra 8:1-
14), which would bring the total of people – including women and 
children – to approximately 200,000. Abarbanel (Mayanei HaYeshu’ah: 
Ma’ayan 11, Tamar 1) had proposed the same. However, from the fact 
that some mothers and female singers are included on the list, it appears 
that roughly 50,000 total people (including servants) came with 
Zerubbabel and Jeshua. 
15 For an analysis of the relationship between the midrashic sources of 
the Persian chronology and other historical sources, see Shemuel 
HaKohen, Introduction to the Books of the Return to Zion in the Bible 
(Hebrew) (Tel Aviv: Bar Ilan University, 1987), pp. 59-79. Cf. Gavriel H. 
Cohn, introduction to Da’at Mikra: Esther, pp. 4-6. For other traditional 
opinions regarding the Persian chronology, see Simon Schwab, 
“Comparative Jewish Chronology,” in Ateret Tzevi: Joseph Breuer 
Jubilee Volume (New York: Feldheim, Inc. 1962), pp. 177-197. 
Hayyim Hefetz, “The Persian and Median Kingdoms in the Second 
Temple Period and Before: A New Study” (Hebrew), Megadim 14 
(1991), pp. 78-141; and the introductory essay by R. Yaakov Medan, 
pp. 47-77. For a book-length analysis and survey of the various rabbinic 
opinions, see Mitchell First, Jewish History in Conflict: A Study of the 
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Major Discrepancy between Rabbinic and Conventional Chronology 
(Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson Inc., 1997). 
16 Translations of passages from the Talmud and Midrash Rabbah taken 
from Soncino, with minor modifications. 
17 Cf. Esther Rabbah 2:11; Pirkei D’Rabbi Eliezer 48. Other 
Midrashim look to other eras for theological causes of the Purim 
decree: Esther Rabbah 1:10 turns to the Jews’ violation of Shabbat in 
the time of Nehemiah. Esther Rabbah 7:25 considers the threat in the 
Purim story retribution for the brothers’ sale of Yosef; Esther Rabbah 
8:1 blames Yaakov’s deception of Yitzhak. 
18 See Midrashim cited in Torah Shelemah I:52, 60, 61. 
19 Shir Rabbah 7:8 concludes that even if only a few Jews participated 
in the party, all of Israel still could be held responsible because of the 
principle of arevut. 
20 See e.g., Esther Rabbah 6:2. 
21 Cf. Josh. 7:6; I Sam. 7:6; Jer. 14:12; Joel 2:12; Jon. 3:8; Ez. 8:21-23; 
Neh. 9:1ff., which all combine fasting and praying. 
22 For further discussion of the Septuagint additions, see Carey Moore, 
Daniel, Esther and Jeremiah: The Additions (Anchor Bible, New York: 
Doubleday, 1977), pp. 3-16; 153-262. 
23 See Gen. 23:7; 27:29; 33:3; Gen. 42:6; I Sam. 24:8; II Sam. 14:4; I 
Kings 1:23. Amos Hakham notes that the terms “keri’ah” and 
“hishtahavayah” (in Est. 3:2, 5) are collocated exclusively in regard to 
God, or to pagan deities. 
24 Mordekhai is a hero in the Megillah, but it is less evident whether his 
actions always should be considered exemplary (majority opinion), or 
whether he should be considered a hero for reacting properly to a 
problem that he had created in the first place. See Rava’s opinion in 
Megillah 12b-13a; Panim Aherim 2:3 (quoted in Torah Shelemah 
III:17). One also could argue that Mordekhai was willing to assume 
personal risk, but did not anticipate a decree of genocide against his 
people. Cf. Kara (10:3), who argues that some Jews resented 
Mordekhai even at the end of the Megillah for jeopardizing their lives. 
For discussion of R. Yitzhak Arama’s (Akedat Yitzhak) fascinating 
views on this issue, see Barry Dov Walfish, Esther in Medieval Garb: 
Jewish Interpretation of the Book of Esther in the Middle Ages 
(Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1993), pp. 68-72. 
25 See also Esther Rabbah 7:5; Pirkei D’Rabbi Eliezer 50; Abba Gorion 
22; Panim Aherim 46; Esther Rabbah 2:5, 3:1-2; Targum 3:2; Josephus 
Antiquities, XI, 6.5 and 8; Ibn Ezra; Tosafot Sanhedrin 61b, s.v. Rava. 
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26 Megillah 10b, 19a; Esther Rabbah 7:8; Rashi. Cf. Sanhedrin 61b, 
with Tosafot ad loc., s.v. Rava. 
27 R. Yitzhak Arama was perhaps the first to argue that the reasoning of 
idolatry is derekh ha-derash. See Barry Dov Walfish, Esther in 
Medieval Garb, p. 69. The closest implicit reference to pagan practices 
in the text is Haman’s lottery.  
28 R. David Henshke, “Megillat Esther: Literary Disguise” (Hebrew), in 
Hadassah Hi Esther (Alon Shevut: Tevunot, 1999), pp. 93-106. 
29 Cf. Esther Rabbah 3:10: “Everywhere in the Megillah where it says, 
‘King Ahashverosh,’ the text refers to Ahashverosh; every instance of 
‘the king’ has a dual holy-secular meaning” (i.e., it refers both to God 
and Ahashverosh). 
30 Earlier commentators also address the issue of why God’s Name is 
not mentioned in the Megillah. Ibn Ezra opines that the Megillah would 
be translated for distribution throughout the Persian Empire; since 
pagan translators may substitute the name of a pagan deity for God’s 
Name, the author of the Megillah deliberately avoided referring to God. 
Rama (Yoreh De’ah 276) suggests that there was doubt whether the 
Megillah would be canonized (cf. Megillah 7a); therefore, they omitted 
God’s Name anticipating the possibility of rejection, which would lead 
to the mistreatment of the scrolls. For a more complete survey of 
medieval responses to this issue, see Barry Dov Walfish, Esther in 
Medieval Garb, pp. 76-79.  
31 For a thorough analysis of the use of irony in the Megillah, see 
Moshe D. Simon, “‘Many Thoughts in the Heart of Man...’: Irony and 
Theology in the Book of Esther,” Tradition 31:4 (Summer 1997), pp. 5-
27. 
32 Megillah 16a: “And Esther said, ‘the adversary and enemy is this 
wicked Haman’ (7:6)—R. Eliezer says: this teaches that Esther began 
to face Ahashverosh, and an angel came and forced her hand to point to 
Haman.”  

One should not overlook Esther’s remark to the king (7:4): were 
she and her people to be sold into slavery, she wouldn’t have protested, 
indicating that the king and his interests are too important to trouble for 
anything short of genocide! Cf. 8:1-4, where Ahashverosh turns 
Haman’s wealth over to Mordekhai and Esther, but does nothing to 
address his diabolical decree. The king’s priorities are depicted as 
incredibly perverse in these episodes. Compare Megillah 11a: “‘He was 
Ahashverosh’ (1:1)—he was wicked from beginning until his end.” 
This Gemara penetrates beneath the king’s ostensible benevolence 
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towards the Jews at the end of the Megillah, remarking that he was no 
better than before. 
33 Although Bigtan and Teresh failed in their efforts, King Xerxes was 
assassinated by other court officials within ten years of the Purim story 
(465). See Moore (Esther), p. 32. 
34 R. Yaakov Medan, “Mordekhai Would Not Kneel or Bow Low—
Why?” (Hebrew), in Hadassah Hi Esther (Alon Shevut: Tevunot, 
1999), pp. 151-170. 
35 Ibn Ezra (introduction to the Megillah) argues that “makom” here 
does not refer directly to God. But even if this is not literally a 
reference to God, Mordekhai doubtlessly had God in mind.  
36 See R. Avraham Walfish, “An Ordinance of Equity and Honesty” 
(Hebrew), in Hadassah Hi Esther (Alon Shevut: Tevunot, 1999), pp. 
107-140. 
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Some Serious Aspects of Hag Purim 
Rabbi Ezra Labaton 

Adar is a month of joy and frivolity. We drink, we 
laugh, we celebrate the holiday of Purim. Yet, one who 
avoids the serious implications of the holiday flirts with 
danger and may pay a heavy price for his avoidance. 
Nowadays, as then, evil is no playful thing, and is very 
much an item on the world agenda. People in positions of 
power who call for the destruction of Israel must be taken 
seriously as perpetrators of evil, as was Haman in Persia. 
Indeed, Megillat Esther is a profound reminder of the 
radical evil that lurks in the hearts of men and the extent of 
one man’s perfidious intentions. The Megillah must be 
studied, absorbed and digested to understand this evil, and 
more significantly, to learn how to react. 

Evil has many faces. There is, for example, the 
historical aspect of evil, which deals with the most evil men 
and events in history. There is, as well, a theological 
dimension to evil, which raises the question: how could 
Bore Olam allow such evil in the world that He 
benevolently created and supervises. In addition, there is a 
psychological side to evil, where the student of evil 
attempts to understand the inner workings of the satanic 
mind. 

Our concern here is not with the history of evil, nor 
with its theological implications. Rather, we would like to 
approach the Megillah psychologically – trying to penetrate 
the emotional depths and states of mind of the main 
characters– emphasizing the evil of Haman, though not 
limiting our analysis to his twisted, perverse perspective. 
First, we will concentrate on the psychological traits of 
those who brought about this near tragedy, and then focus 
on those who accomplished the last minute heroics that 
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pulled the iron out of the fire. We start with the King of 
Persia. 

What sort of person was Ahashverosh? Was he strong 
and powerful or silly and weak? Did he feel as secure as the 
Rock of Gibraltar or as insecure as a young teenager on his 
first date – not really sure what to say or what to do? Rabbi 
Soloveitchik has suggested that King Ahashverosh was the 
latter: fearful, insecure, and even paranoid. The Rav brings 
a whole host of textual evidence to support this 
psychological claim. For example, the Rav asks, what King 
establishes a policy of immediate death to all those who 
enter the King’s chambers, unless the King happens to 
point his royal scepter in their direction (see 4:11)? 
Paranoia at its best. Indeed, Haman knew how to portray 
the Jews, as a scattered enemy, disloyal to the 
pronouncements of the throne– yet united (Am Ehad), and 
thus more threatening– to convince the King that for self-
protection, he best do away with them (3:8). The fearful 
king readily agrees. 

And what about Haman? How are we to explain this 
crazed, irrational hatred that possessed him? What sort of 
man seeks to obliterate every vestige of a people who did 
him no harm? To kill every man, woman and child is to 
strike at the core of human decency. It is satanic– anti-
Selem Elokim– behavior at its worst. Truth to tell, Haman 
was not the first to engage in such demonic, humanly 
perverse, behavior; witness his ancestor Amalek. Nor was 
he the last: Hitler must have been a close relative! We need 
to probe and ask, what are the underlying psychological 
causes that motivate such hatred? From what deep recesses 
does the he who hates draw his energy to hate? We submit 
that “ego” is not sufficient to explain the behavior of one 
who reaches to the depths of hell to find models for his 
actions. Certainly, there were no economic or religious 
reasons for this hatred, as has been the case throughout 
history; nor were the Jews a political or military threat. 
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Why did Haman hate the Jews so intensely? Why are we 
the victims of the world’s longest and most intense hatred? 
It boggles the mind. Satre’s masterful essay, “Anti Semite 
and Jew,” is a penetrating exploration of the psychological 
underpinnings of such hatred and such behavior. To 
understand Haman psychologically- the depths of evil- 
Satre would be a good first step. 

Now, however, we must turn our attention to Esther – 
the central personality of the Megillah. We may begin by 
asking: Why is she so important? Wherein do we find her 
greatness? Why do we celebrate this holiday, with her as 
the pivotal character? Or to pinpoint the issue: Why is the 
Megillah known as Megillat Esther, and not Megillat 
Mordekhai? Only a close analysis of the text will reveal 
what kind of person she was and what kind of person she 
has to become. In this, we will discover the essence of her 
greatness. 

As is clear from the early chapters of the Megillah, 
Esther plays no role whatsoever in the opening narrative. 
She is introduced to us, almost parenthetically– though 
anticipatorily– as the niece of Mordekhai, the more 
prominent personality. The text first reveals her as Hadasa, 
but quickly records a name change. What is the 
significance of this change from the Hebrew Hadasa to the 
Babylonian/pagan name Esther (2:7)? Could this change in 
name reflect a change in her destiny or a change in her own 
self- perception? Perhaps this change indicates a change in 
the role she will play in the narrative. As the events unfold, 
these questions will be answered. 

Further, note the word “vatilaqah” in 2:8. The word 
tells us much about Esther’s character. At this point, she is 
a young, naïve woman and is thus “passively” taken to the 
King’s palace – involuntarily. Yet, the impression she 
makes is profound. All are appreciative of her gentle 
demeanor; she finds favor in their eyes (2:9,15,17). Hesed, 
the quintessential Jewish characteristic, is her defining 
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feature. Verse 12, in addition, tells the reader something 
striking about Esther: although absolute authority was 
given to all of the women to request and receive whatever 
they desire – she chooses nothing. Esther follows 
instructions – whatever Hegai says, she does: passive and 
obedient. And, of course, she follows the clear cut 
instructions of Mordekhai – unquestioningly (2:10). A 
certain naiveté, modesty and innocence characterize her 
every step. These character traits deeply impress the King 
as well. How could they not? Her lack of assertiveness 
makes the insecure King feel secure; her non-concern with 
power makes Ahashverosh feel more powerful. He is 
carried away by her Hen and Hesed, and responds with a 
Hanaha – an act of kindness to his subjects. She turns him, 
at least for the moment, into a better person. The King 
loves her, trusts her and needs her. 

Years pass and all is well, or so we think. Mordekhai 
feels secure enough to challenge the power of Haman and 
the power of his office. Yet, events take a turn for the 
worst. Mordekhai does not really understand the corridors 
of power, nor really understand Haman’s ego needs or the 
King’s insecurity. Haman does, and therefore plays upon 
this insecurity to secure the King’s consent for his evil 
intention. The evil decree is agreed upon and proclaimed. 
Chapter 4 verse 1 records Mordekhai’s intense involvement 
in all these happenings and surprisingly notes Esther’s 
complete absence from all these events. His reaction: panic 
and mourning. He screams the bitter cry of defeat. Further 
in his depressed state he commands Esther to beg and plead 
for her nation. But now he is told that her distance is self-
protective (4:11). After her initial response, however, there 
is a perceptible change in personality. No longer do we see 
the innocent, naïve, withdrawn demeanor of Hadasa – she 
becomes Queen Esther. 

Mordekhai speaks in desperate tones. He sees only 
darkness ahead for his people. Esther perceives more 
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profoundly, at this point, the needs of the hour. Wild 
desperate pleas of mercy would fail to turn the cold, cruel 
heart of Haman and the same for the insecure, paranoid 
king. Esther, however, understands her husband well. 
Because she has not been summoned to the King for thirty 
days, her wild entry into the King’s presence could only 
mean death, nothing positive could result. Thus, Esther 
thinks craftily and pragmatically. A plan must be 
formulated, rooted in the King’s insecurity and need for 
attention, taking into account Haman’s arrogance and need 
for power. 

Queen Esther understands her responsibility; the 
historical role given to her has now become clear. All past 
events are fully understood in light of the present crisis. But 
given her understanding of the events as they have 
unfolded and her uncanny insight into human nature, she 
knows that Mordekhai’s impetuous plan of action is off the 
mark; her more deliberate formulation begins to take shape. 
The Queen’s command of the situation is total. Now she 
takes charge and instructs Mordekhai what he must do, 
while she is galvanized into action. A transition indeed!! 
The follower becomes the leader, while the leader becomes 
the follower. 

Hadasa has changed. The woman who requested 
nothing in her first visit to the King, now dresses regally. 
Her physical appearance will play a role in turning the tide 
against Haman, as does her “Hen” – graciousness. 
Ahashverosh, upon seeing his Queen is transfixed and is 
willing to give her half of his Kingdom. No, all she 
requests is for the King and Haman to attend the next day’s 
party- thereby empowering Haman. Note how he reflects 
upon this attention. “Esther, the Queen, brought no one else 
to the party with the King but me. And tomorrow I am 
invited with the King” (5:10). But this invitation with 
Haman must have deepened the King’s insecurity. He must 
have thought, “Why is she inviting Haman to this private 
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party? Is a coup in the making?” The plot thickens. The 
pieces are all in place – even Harbona is properly 
instructed to play his role. 

At the precise moment, once the King has had his fill 
and is feeling particularly happy with his Queen – offering 
her once again half the throne – Esther begs for her life, 
pointing her accusing finger at Haman. Ahashverosh is 
enraged, while Haman, half drunk and not totally aware of 
what’s happening, falls on the Queen’s couch. Harbona, 
perfectly placed, feeds the King the right line. Haman and 
his sons are hung. But the now, very aggressive Queen, is 
not yet finished. Haman’s sons must be publicly displayed, 
while another day is given to the Jews – Lehinakem 
Meoyvehem – to seek revenge from their enemies. 

At this point, Mordekhai plays no role at all. Esther has 
become a powerful person, craftily using her position and 
womanly charm to save her people. Note how impressed 
the King is with her “Hen and Hesed” - not only at the 
beginning of their relationship, but years later. (As Esther 
expresses in 8:5 and the King must have agreed – she puts 
the right words in his mouth, mind and heart). Esther uses 
this to turn the King against Haman, thereby saving her 
people. That which was at one point innocent and natural 
was turned into a political tool to influence events. 

Esther has become another person. From the shy, quiet, 
innocent, and naïve woman we met at the beginning of the 
Megillah, she has become – had to become – a player in the 
game of political intrigue. Queen Esther has become a 
powerful, charismatic personality. She takes all the 
necessary steps of dealing with Haman’s family, and all 
others who rise up against the Jews. Further, the Megillah 
in 9:29 emphasizes that Esther the Queen (mentioned first) 
writes the narrative of events. She maintains power, not 
Mordekhai. She is Esther the Queen, while he is 
characterized as “Mordekhai the Jew.” 
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This dramatic change in personality was not simple, nor 
easy. It would have been much simpler and easier to remain 
under the wings of a protective uncle, passively accepting 
the events as they unfolded. She chose a different path. 
When destiny called, she answered – no matter what the 
price – to act on behalf of her people. Esther is praised by 
our tradition, not only for the role she played in saving the 
Jewish people, but for the self change she engineered and 
endured for the sake of Am Yisrael. Evil, once again, is 
temporarily defeated. We thank Bore Olam for such self- 
sacrificing people. 
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Shabbat Zachor1 
Rabbi Ralph Tawil 

 
Value: Eradicating Evil 

Real evil exists in the world, and it must be rooted out 
completely. Although this idea has become popular again 
during the war against terrorism, it has always been a part 
of the Torah. How can we eradicate evil? How do we 
define evil? Who does the defining? These are all questions 
that can confuse the application of this value. This lesson 
will explore some of these issues. 

Background: As a fulfillment of the Torah’s commandment 
to “remember what Amaleq did to you” and in anticipation 
of Purim, we read one of the sections of the Torah where 
the Torah describes the battle against Amaleq. According 
to most Halakhic authorities, this is the only Torah reading 
of the year that is de`oraita (commanded by the Torah).  

Text: Debarim 25:17-19 (NJPS) 

Remember what Amaleq did to you on your journey, 
after you left Egypt—how, undeterred by fear of God, 
he surprised you on the march when you were 
famished and weary, and cut down all the stragglers 
in your rear. Therefore, when the Lord your God 
grants you safety from all your enemies around you, 
in the land that the Lord your God is giving you as a 
hereditary portion, you shall blot out the memory of 
Amaleq from under heaven. Do not forget!  

Analysis: Samuel the prophet defined the term “blotting 
out the memory of Amaleq” to mean: “Spare no one, but 
                                                 
1 The following is reprinted from Rabbi Ralph Tawil’s Shabbat-Table 
Talks for Shabbat Zachor. 
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kill alike men and women, infants and sucklings, oxen and 
sheep, camels and donkeys” (1 Samuel 15:3). This stands 
as a most important commandment. The section begins 
with the commandment to “remember,” and ends with the 
order “don’t forget.” Yet the value of eradicating evil and 
its connection to Perashat “Zachor” (the opening Hebrew 
word of the above section) is somewhat difficult to teach. 
Of course, everyone agrees that we should eradicate evil. 
However, it is hard to understand the Torah’s 
commandments to kill every man, woman and infant of 
Amaleq. In the period of the war against terrorism that we 
are presently in, it is somewhat easier to understand it, but 
not completely. Rambam has mitigated the absoluteness of 
this law when it comes to practice. In addition, the Torah 
has limited the practical application of the law to only the 
nation of Amaleq. Our Rabbinic tradition has already 
decided that it is impossible, after the Assyrian empire’s 
mixing up the various nations, to identify any one nation as 
Amaleq. Still the commandment stands and can be applied 
towards evil in general. Evil must be eradicated.  

Discussion: What did Amaleq do? (This nation attacked 
Bene Yisrael when they left Egypt. Amaleq attacked the 
stragglers—the weak and defenseless).  

Why is that so bad? (The Torah describes Amaleq as 
“not fearing God” and as “attacking the stragglers.” These 
traits are destructive to society. Society is based on fearing 
God, and not attacking those that are weak. The honesty 
and integrity and the protection of the weak that define a 
God-fearing society are essential to have in a cohesive 
society. Amaleq’s behavior is destructive to society; 
therefore it must be eradicated.)  

How can it be right to kill even Amaleq’s infants? After 
all, they are innocent? (This question must be addressed, 
even though there is hardly a very satisfactory answer for 
it. This is a seeming clash between our sense of right and 
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wrong and the Torah’s commandment—at least, in the way 
that Samuel the prophet has defined it. What the Torah is 
teaching is that some nations are so evil, that every person 
who identifies with that nation must be destroyed. Perhaps, 
if anyone of that nation is left alive, the evil culture of that 
nation will resurface and create more problems in the 
future. We must be aware that the torah’s commandment of 
the total eradication of a nation only applies to the nation of 
Amaleq, which does not exist today.)  

Rambam, when discussing the Torah laws pertaining to 
war, explained that the law of blotting out the memory of 
Amaleq only applies if they have not made peace with 
Bene Yisrael, and have not accepted upon themselves the 
seven Noahide laws. If they have, then Bene Yisrael is not 
to go to war against them. From this we could learn that if 
Amaleq accepted these conditions they have changed their 
basic culture and are no longer targets for annihilation. The 
evil culture must be eradicated, either by destroying the 
people that hold fast to this culture of evil, or by having 
them change their beliefs and culture. The seven Noahide 
laws contain within them: respect for God (not to curse 
God) and the setting up of a legal justice system. An 
Amaleq nation that accepts these conditions is essentially 
not Amaleq culturally and therefore not slated for 
annihilation.  

If the nation of Amaleq doesn’t exist today, how are we 
supposed to understand this misvah? (We could understand 
it as talking about eradicating all evil—not only by killing, 
but also by educating. Evil exists in the form of taking 
advantage of the weak, lying, cheating, and stealing. We 
must develop our society and educate it to the point where 
these practices are eliminated.)  

Evil also exists today in the form of terrorism. Why is 
terrorism evil? (Because its victims are innocent and 
defenseless.) Terrorism and those who support it and incite 
towards it must be eradicated. Yielding to the terrorist’s 
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demands is not the way to accomplish this. Giving in to the 
demands of terrorists invites more demands and further 
terrorism. Eradicating terrorism can only be done by an all-
out war against terrorists until the people who remain 
renounce terrorism. It does not require killing of every 
person, but only those people who commit or support 
terrorism and those that incite terrorism.  

We pray to Hashem that the United States will be 
successful in eradicating world-wide terrorism, so that we 
can work together peacefully towards resolving the many 
problems that face us. 
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Í k �� 8�0� �'Í�� E& 	 <�  �0 �� �› ��&�� F	 'Í� �Ô 	 F� �� �‡ �� � "�, 

Í�� E& 	 <�  �0 ��,�� �� ��  �0 ��   
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 �

�� ��	��  

 2P " �� �› �� �	 �0	 $�� �� , �0 �� � F	Í	 8 �› Í� �	  ��,  W& �� "��� � ��
�	 F� �� �‡ ��  �0 �� � F	Í	 8 �› Í� �	  ��, E	 �� �Í� �Ê �� �� �� Í�� � "� $� 

�� �Ì "�  W� �	 �ÊÍ�Í,  �Í� �Ê � �̀ "� �0� $� "Ê  2P " � "� $� W� �� �› � ��Í�Í, 
 2�	 "� � "' ��  �	 ��� E› �� "��Í� 	 "� � "' �� � "� $�� E› �� "�Í�, 2P "  � ��

��� ��0�� FÎ "  �0 �� ^Í� �Ê,Ä! �›   8� �� ��Í�  _��� �� FÚ �› �	 m ��  E› �� "�Í� 
 W� � "̀ ��  �� �	 �� �� �0` �4 �Ô�� �› ��0, � �Ê �› �� � "̀ "  2� $� "� Í� ��

 8	 �� ���Í� ��  E� �� �� �0 �� � F› �Ê Í�,  2� �›  F‡&�� ��  8� ���j ��  
   

	
 �� 
�����  
  

	 "Ë "Á �� �� › "Ë "� �� �� �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ����.  8� �Ê� �� �	  ����� �� �' 
È F�Í� �� ��, ^� �	 �� "� �� È F�Í� �	 "�, � "� �4 "� �� È F� �� �� /̀,  ��' F� ��� È F�� �› ��� 

���. �0�� FÌ "� �Ê �0�� F�0� �'Í, � FÌ "� �'Í 	 F� �� �‡ �� �� FÊ�	 �� ��,  2Ê� �	 �� $� 
� "� �� �'Í '� �� ��, Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���. 

� F �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ^ "� �' ��, � "	 �� �	  8� �	Í� F� �	  8�� �Ì "� �	 ^ "� �Ê �� ��, 
� "Ê "I �› �� ��,  "� �̀ �� �� ���,  "�0� �� �� ���, � F‚ "� �� �� ��, � �Ë " �� �� ��,  �! "� �� �� ��, 
 "! " �� �� ��	, È F� �› ^� �� �Ê � �› �� /� �Ë �Í� ���.  E� �	� �! � �� 

 �Ô	�� �� �� �� �Ê,  �›� �� ���, � �� �� �Ê �› /I � �� �� �� _� ��,  2Ë� ��� �� $�  8� �Ê� �� �	, 
Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.  

� �Ì "� �› � �� � �Ê "� � �� �	 �› � F ��,�� �Ì "� ,� �' �‡ �� , ��Í›� �� , 
 �� �� _� ��,� �' ��� F› �� , ��Í� ��Í , �! /� ��Í , ��� �	 �VÍ , �� �̀ "� �� , � "� _� �� 

 " ��	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "��	 �� �	Í Í� 8	  �	 �̂, �� F� �� Í� �� �� �� ���.   
�� ��0� �� �Ê �0	 �›  �‡0�,�� �� $� 2� �Ê �Í ,Í�� E	 �� �0	 �›  �‡ $� 2� , 

	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "��	 �Ô 	 "� ��, �� F� �� Í� �� �� �� ���.  
 

  ����   8ÊÍ� �� � ��  �0 ��  �P "^ ��&'� 
  	��  ^Í� �Ê  �� �0  �P "^ ��&' � �	0� �	 � �� ���  

  ��� � ^Í� �Ê  �0 ��  �P "^ ��&' � �	0� �	 � �� ���  
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Í�� E�0' $� � F& 	� E� Í�� E& 	 <�,Í k� _̃ /� �&� �› �Ú �›  � �	0� �Ê k� _�0 �4 ��
 �Î ", �Ô �� �� �� , �� �� �� �� , �� �� �'Í  �'0� › "�� �� �� , �	0� � � FÌ "� �	  �

�&Ë �� Ä	 �� �0' �� k �� �P "� �� � "� 2� �	 �� �Ê ", � �	0� �	 � "& 	 <�  �0 �� 
 2� �	 j F� ��  �0 �� � �Ó _�0�0� �� �4 � "�, ��� �Ë �� "� ��  ��0I 	� �Ë �� "� 

k _� �› � F� ��0 W� k �' Í� �� �' �� ��,Ä	 � �Ô � � �0 �� k� _› �� W&� �I �' 2� ��
 �0 ��Í�� E�&� $� , 8� �	 �� �Ê k �� �› �� �Ë "�� j F� $� 2� �� Í� �� �� �j �� 8� �

� �� �' "' �	,	 �Ô �� �0� 2	 �� �	 $� 2� �� 2  

	'��� 
���  

	 "Ë "Á �� �� › "Ë "� �� �� �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ����.  8� �Ê� �� �	  ����� �� �' 
È F�Í� �� ��, ^� �	 �� "� �� È F�Í� �	 "�, � "� �4 "� �� È F� �� �� /̀,  ��' F� ��� È F�� �› ��� 

���. �0�� FÌ "� �Ê �0�� F�0� �'Í, � FÌ "� �'Í 	 F� �� �‡ �� �� FÊ�	 �� ��,  2Ê� �	 �� $� 
� "� �� �'Í '� �� ��, Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.   

� F �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ^ "� �' ��, � "	 �� �	  8� �	Í� F� �	  8�� �Ì "� �	 ^ "� �Ê �� ��, 
� "Ê "I �› �� ��,  "� �̀ �� �� ���,  �� �� �� "�0��, � F‚ "� �� �� ��, � �Ë " �� �� ��,  �! "� �� �� ��, 
 "! " �� �� ��	, È F� �› ^� �� �Ê � �› �� /� �Ë �Í� ���.  E� �	� �! � �� 

	 �Ô�� �� �� �� �Ê,  �›� �� ���, � �� �� �Ê �› /I � �� �� �� _� ��,  2Ë� ��� �� $�  8� �Ê� �� �	, 
Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.  

 8�0	 �4 	 "Ê "� �� �I 8'Í � ��� 8�Í� ��, W	 �4 � ��  W� �'Í �0 ��0 �0 ��Í
	 F� �� �‡ �� �� FÊ�	 �� ��,� �� �� "� �� � �Ì "� �› �' �Ë � ��Í' $� � �� o� , Í� �� �� ��   

 �� F� �����.  
� �Ì "� �› � �� � �Ê "� � �� �	 �› � F ��,�� �Ì "� ,� �' �‡ �� , ��Í›� �� , 

 �� �� _� ��,� �' ��� F› �� , ��Í� ��Í , �! /� ��Í , ��� �	 �VÍ , �� �̀ "� �� , � "� _� �� 
	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "��	 �� �	Í Í� 8	  �	 �̂ " ��,�� F� �� Í� �� �� ��  ���.   

�� ��0� �� �Ê �0	 �›  �‡0�,�� �� $� 2� �Ê �Í ,Í�� E	 �� �0	 �›  �‡ $� 2� , 
	 "� �� 	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "��	 �Ô,�� F� �� Í� �� �� ��  ���.  
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	 F� �� �‡ �� �0! � �I ' F›0� ›0� ��  �I "� �� .	 ��  �� � �� �� ���  ��
›0� �� �� "� �� ��,›0� �� , �4  �0 �� ›0� �� �0� �',	 �� Ä	 �� � 
�0�0' �Ô j �� �� � 
�	':� �� �� FË �� �	 �Ê "� ��Í ��� �� �� 8� �� �� FË, ›� �Ë "� 

È FI ��� �� �› �� FÊ  �� �! �� � ��0� �� � F� �› �Ê, � �� �� "� 	 "� ›� �Ë "� 
È FI ��Í' �Á � "'0�,  �0 �� �� �Ì "� �	 �� � F� �	 8� �	Í � "	 �� �	 ›� �Ë "� 

 �� � �� �	 "� �0� �' �4	��È F� �� �� �� �� � �� �� "� 	��': "�Í W� � �� E� �‚ �I "� , 
�0' �Ô ^Í� �Ê �	0� �Á › "� 2� 	0� � "� $� "� � "� �› �� ���  �0 ��

 �0�0� �P ��
�	':� ��Í� � �� �� 2	 �� ��Í  . "�� �� 	 "� � "� �� "Ê �� �� �� �›Í
�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �Ê "› �� �Ë �� �Á "‡, �0� 2� � �� �� �� ^� �� �Ê  �� FÊ � "� $� F� 

 �È FI ��� �� �›	��':�� �� �� � �	0� �	 &̂ 	 �� ��  �0 ��  
�	':  �0 �� 
 �� �� �� È F�Í� �	 "�� �Ì "� �	 �� � F� �	 8� �	Í � "	 �� �	� 	��': �0 �� , � F& 	 <� 

Í�� E�0' $� 	 F� �� �‡ �� �� � �� �4 �� � � �� �' "� .� �	0� �	 �ÄÎ� �� �� �›, 
 "� ' "' �	 �0' �› �� "� � �4 E� �	k _P, _	 F� � �' �' �	 � F� � ��  �Í �� �k�

�Í� "�,�� �� �› "��Ä	 �� �0 �� � F̀ "� �� ,0` "� '� �› � �	  �Ê �� � �� , 
� �Ô �0� �� $��	 �Ô �� �� ���Ä	 ��� �I "�� �! "V �� '0�  �0 �� , 

' "� ��� _�	 �� �	 � �V� W&�� �	0� �	 � �� _4 k �� 8� �� �4 �k� _� ��, k �� 8�0� �� 
 �I �� �� <�'&� $� "� �	 � �� <� � FI,� � �� �' "� �	 � �V _� ,� �› $� � �I �� 2Ê �› ��

 �0 �� ^Í� �Ê �� �� _� � F�� �� Í�� E�&' $� 2	,�0� �0� ,Í� 8	�V �� $� 2� , 
 8P �� �0� �' �4  �0 �� � �	 _V Í� E� ��Í› �� 	 F� �Í�, � F& 	 <� Í� 8	 ' �Á �‡ �� 

0� �' �4  �0 �� � �	 _V '&� $� 2��,  �0 �� �^ �Ê "� F�&Ê � �� �� � F� �› "� 
 �›0 ���,�Í� E� �� ����0� �' Í� E� $� "� ^ �	 _P "   

0�0' �� �	 Í� 8� �� �Ê �› Í�� E& 	 <� ^Í� �Ê, � �� Í� 8	� �Ë �' � �� 
�� ��0I ",� �� <� � "�0I Í� 8	 � "� 8� �� , E�0� �Ê � "� �� � �	0� � FÌ "� �� Í� .

 2� �� �� $�,  W� �Ê Í� EÊ �	 � "I �� �� �Í0� ��0, 0� �' $ 2� Í� EÊ �	 �Ê �� �‡ �� �� 
� F	 �› ' �' F	 �Ê 0� �' �� �	Í 0�04 �� �0‡ $� 2	 0� �� �� �� �� . Ä	 � "� 2� �	

 �	 � _Ê "	 � F	 F� Ä	 �� �� �� �	 � "�� �� .  �0 �� k� _� �� �! �� �04 �� � � ��
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1King Ahasuerus imposed tribute on the mainland and the 
islands. 2All his mighty and powerful acts, and a full account of 
the greatness to which the king advanced Mordecai, are recorded 
in the Annals of the Kings of Media and Persia. 3For Mordecai 
the Jew ranked next to King Ahasuerus and was highly regarded 
by the Jews and popular with the multitude of his brethren; he 
sought the good of his people and interceded for the welfare of 
all his kindred. 
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 p �Ì "� ^ �	 *�P " p� �‡
�
��  N� F� �› "� $�› U�� 8Ì " � =Ì �� �� j �� H� ��	 "� V q�  
.� "› �� 8�Í 0 +� ��Í 5' ��Í .0` �� ��  G‡ $� 2��	 �� ��  � B› $� � +"� oË �� �� � >! /� �Á

0	 $ ^ �	 JP " 0 %	 �Ë �Á� 3��  �� +�� �Ì " � 3� �' �Ë .� �� *FV�	 "� �� 9�'Í� �Ô
�V 8� ��Í � @� �� � �� �	 "� �	 � sÔ  ^ �	 LP "	 . �� �› �� � 9 ��Í �Ì " � >� oË �� �� U

�� v� �� ' 5&� �	 �Í %4 �� �� �� + ��Í �Ì "	 .	0� �� �� ›0 +� F� �› "� $�  .'0� › =�&Ë
 ='&� �� 0 +P "� �	0 W� �� "��	 �� �	 �0 %	 �› ��  

  
  

���� ����� ��� ,����������	�� ���� ��   
After the reading of the Megillah, roll up the Megillah scroll, 

and then say 

 �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê,� �	0� � ^ �	 _� Í�� E& 	 <� ,Í� E'� �� � �� ' �� � , 
 �Ë � �� � �Ë " ��Í� E��,Í� E� �� �� �� � �� � F�0Ú " �� , ��  	Í� �Á � F! "› �� 2

Í� E› �� "� � F' ��0 W��	 �� �	,Í�� E� �̂ �� Í� 8	 � �� �� �Ú " ��  ,  �I "� ^Í� �Ê
 �0 ��,� �� F� �4�	 �Ô �� 	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "� �	 � �� �� �Ú " , 	 F� � 

 "�� �›�P ":  
  

� �� � �Í� ��  � "� �Ë �� �� ^Í� �Ê  
› �� _�  ��Í� $�  � FI �V ��  ��Í� �Ê  
 �� � �� ��Í� $��� �� �›  	 F� �� �‡ ���	 �Ô �� ��Í� �Ê  

     ��0Ê �� "� � "� ��  '0� �	 �Í� ��  : 
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feasting and merrymaking, and as an occasion for sending gifts 
to one another and presents to the poor. 23The Jews accordingly 
assumed as an obligation that which they had begun to practice 
and which Mordecai prescribed for them. 24For Haman son of 
Hammedatha the Agagite, the foe of all the Jews, had plotted to 
destroy the Jews, and had cast pur—that is, the lot—with intent 
to crush and exterminate them. 25But when [Esther] came before 
the king, he commanded: b-“With the promulgation of this 
decree,-b let the evil plot, which he devised against the Jews, 
recoil on his own head!” So they impaled him and his sons on 
the stake. 26For that reason these days were named Purim, after 
pur. In view, then, of all the instructions in the said letter and of 
what they had experienced in that matter and what had befallen 
them, 27the Jews undertook and irrevocably obligated themselves 
and their descendants, and all who might join them, to observe 
these two days in the manner prescribed and at the proper time 
each year. 28Consequently, these days are recalled and observed 
in every generation: by every family, every province, and every 
city. And these days of Purim shall never cease among the Jews, 
and the memory of them shall never perish among their 
descendants. 

29cThen Queen Esther daughter of Abihail wrote a second 
letter of Purim for the purpose of confirming with full authority 
the aforementioned one of Mordecai the Jew. 30Dispatches were 
sent to all the Jews in the hundred and twenty-seven provinces of 
the realm of Ahasuerus with an ordinance of “equity and 
honesty:”d 31These days of Purim shall be observed at their 
proper time, as Mordecai the Jew—and now Queen Esther—has 
obligated them to do, and just as they have assumed for 
themselves and their descendants the obligation of the fasts with 
their lamentations.e 32And Esther’s ordinance validating these 
observances of Purim was recorded in a scroll. 
                                                 
b-b  Meaning of Heb. uncertain. 
c  Force of vv. 29–31 uncertain in part. Verse 29 reads literally, “Then Queen 
Esther, daughter of Abihail, and Mordecai the Jew, wrote with full authority to 
confirm this second letter of Purim.” 
d  I.e., of new holidays, the instituting of which is linked to love of equity and 
honesty in Zech. 8.19. 
e  The Jews had long been observing fast days in commemoration of national 
calamities; see Zech. 7.5; 8.19. 
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 +�� �� �‡ ��  LI �› ��  �0 %� �I "�Í Í +F� F� �	 ›� s� .�0� �� "� Q& 	 �› ��Í
 ��� ��&� �' �� 8	 � w� �� �0 x‡ $� 2	 Í! �� F�� �› $� � =� �� + ��Í �Ì " .	 FÊ �� ��

�� _� F	 $� � S� oË �� �� ' @� �Ô�� �› $�  � 9�� �� $� 8 � �� K �� �P "�� _Ê � *�� � p� �Ô
	 D̀ � �� � v� �Ê "� �	 �� ;�Í �Ì "�	 "� ' @› �� �� + ��Í �Ì "�	 �Ô .� F�&4 

 WÍ � HP / �	 	 + ��0Á " �Í 5 .�Í`�� 8� �Ê "� �	  z^ �	 �P " � 3� �� �	 {È ��&' �'Í
'Í |› �� � �� +FÛ "�� �� � >� �� �	 "� ' @› ���� �› $�  M� �� 8 0 NI �' "› $� 2� 

0 x›Ä��	 "� �� ;�Í �Ì " �j E� ��	 "� �� H� �Ê�� �� �� 0 }�&� Í ?	 �� ��  � ~FÔ�	 "�
� 3›�	 "� .�� ��Í�  �! G� � �� *�� �Ì "	 pÍ� �� 8�  +̀ " � �FÔ�	 "� �Í

�� x& Î " � �� LÁ �� 8 � �� �' �Ë�	 �Ô�	 "�  ��Í  �� +�Ô�	 "� Í 5� ��� 8�Í 
�� _� F	 $� "�� ;Á �  Í 5� �Ì ��	'��  �	 �Ê �� ��p�� ��Í �Ì "  � *�� F	 $� U U 

�0 +' $� 2� � 5& 	 �� .� �� F	 $� �� 7� �	 �Ú "�	 �Ô 	 *"� �� � K�� �� "��	 "� ��  �0 5� � �	
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to the king, 12the king said to Queen Esther, “In the fortress 
Shushan alone the Jews have killed a total of five hundred men, 
as well as the ten sons of Haman. What then must they have 
done in the provinces of the realm! What is your wish now? It 
shall be granted you. And what else is your request? It shall be 
fulfilled.” 13“If it please Your Majesty,” Esther replied, “let the 
Jews in Shushan be permitted to act tomorrow also as they did 
today; and let Haman’s ten sons be impaled on the stake.” 14The 
king ordered that this should be done, and the decree was 
proclaimed in Shushan. Haman’s ten sons were impaled: 15and 
the Jews in Shushan mustered again on the fourteenth day of 
Adar and slew three hundred men in Shushan. But they did not 
lay hands on the spoil. 

16The rest of the Jews, those in the king’s provinces, likewise 
mustered and fought for their lives. They disposed of their 
enemies, killing seventy-five thousand of their foes; but they did 
not lay hands on the spoil. 17That was on the thirteenth day of the 
month of Adar; and they rested on the fourteenth day and made it 
a day of feasting and merrymaking. (18But the Jews in Shushan 
mustered on both the thirteenth and fourteenth days, and so 
rested on the fifteenth, and made it a day of feasting and 
merrymaking.) 19That is why village Jews, who live in unwalled 
towns, observe the fourteenth day of the month of Adar and 
make it a day of merrymaking and feasting, and as a holiday and 
an occasion for sending gifts to one another. 

20Mordecai recorded these events. And he sent dispatches to 
all the Jews throughout the provinces of King Ahasuerus, near 
and far, 21charging them to observe the fourteenth and fifteenth 
days of Adar, every year—22the same days on which the Jews 
enjoyed relief from their foes and the same month which had 
been transformed for them from one of grief and mourning to 
one of festive joy. They were to observe them as days of 
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Chapter 9 
 

1And so, on the thirteenth day of the twelfth month—that is, 
the month of Adar—when the king’s command and decree were 
to be executed, the very day on which the enemies of the Jews 
had expected to get them in their power, the opposite happened, 
and the Jews got their enemies in their power. 2Throughout the 
provinces of King Ahasuerus, the Jews mustered in their cities to 
attack those who sought their hurt; and no one could withstand 
them, for the fear of them had fallen upon all the peoples. 
3Indeed, all the officials of the provinces—the satraps, the 
governors, and the king’s stewards—showed deference to the 
Jews, because the fear of Mordecai had fallen upon them. 4For 
Mordecai was now powerful in the royal palace, and his fame 
was spreading through all the provinces; the man Mordecai was 
growing ever more powerful. 5So the Jews struck at their 
enemies with the sword, slaying and destroying; they wreaked 
their will upon their enemies. 

6In the fortress Shushan the Jews killed a total of five 
hundred men. 7They also killeda  
Parshandatha,  
Dalphon,  
Aspatha,  
8Poratha,  
Adalia,  
Aridatha,  
9Parmashta,  
Arisai,  
Aridai,  
and Vaizatha,  
10the ten sons of Haman son of Hammedatha, the foe of the Jews. 
But they did not lay hands on the spoil. 11When the number of 
those slain in the fortress Shushan was reported on that same day 
 

                                                 
a  Moved up from v. 10 for greater clarity. 
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[Write it] in the king’s name and seal it with the king’s 
signet, for an edict that has been written in the king’s name 
and sealed with the king’s signet may not be revoked.” 

9So the king’s scribes were summoned at that time, on the 
twenty-third day of the third month, that is, the month of Sivan; 
and letters were written, at Mordecai’s dictation, to the Jews 
and to the satraps, the governors and the officials of the one 
hundred and twenty-seven provinces from India to Ethiopia: to 
every province in its own script and to every people in its own 
language, and to the Jews in their own script and language. 
10He had them written in the name of King Ahasuerus and 
sealed with the king’s signet. Letters were dispatched by 
mounted couriers, riding steeds a-used in the king’s service, bred 
of the royal stud,-a 11to this effect: The king has permitted the 
Jews of every city to assemble and fight for their lives; if any 
people or province attacks them, they may destroy, massacre, 
and exterminate its armed force together with women and 
children, and plunder their possessions—12on a single day in all 
the provinces of King Ahasuerus, namely, on the thirteenth day 
of the twelfth month, that is, the month of Adar. 13The text of the 
document was to be issued as a law in every single province: it 
was to be publicly displayed to all the peoples, so that the Jews 
should be ready for that day to avenge themselves on their 
enemies. 14The couriers, mounted on royal steeds, went out in 
urgent haste at the king’s command; and the decree was 
proclaimed in the fortress Shushan. 

15Mordecai left the king’s presence in royal robes of blue and 
white, with a magnificent crown of gold and a mantle of fine 
linen and purple wool. And the city of Shushan rang with joyous 
cries. 16The Jews enjoyed light and gladness, happiness and 
honor. 17And in every province and in every city, when the 
king’s command and decree arrived, there was gladness and joy 
among the Jews, a feast and a holiday. And many of the people 
of the land professed to be Jews, for the fear of the Jews had 
fallen upon them. 

                                                 
a-a  Meaning of Heb. uncertain  
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on which Esther reclined. “Does he mean,” cried the king, 
“to ravish the queen in my own palace?” No sooner did these 
words leave the king’s lips than Haman’s face b-was covered.-b 
9Then Harbonah, one of the eunuchs in attendance on the king, 
said, “What is more, a stake is standing at Haman’s house, fifty 
cubits high, which Haman made for Mordecai—the man whose 
words saved the king.” “Impale him on it!” the king ordered. 
10So they impaled Haman on the stake which he had put up for 
Mordecai, and the king’s fury abated. 

 
Chapter 8 

 
1That very day King Ahasuerus gave the property of Haman 

the enemy of the Jews, to Queen Esther. Mordecai presented 
himself to the king, for Esther had revealed how he was 
related to her. 2The king slipped off his ring, which he had 
taken back from Haman, and gave it to Mordecai; and Esther 
put Mordecai in charge of Haman’s property. 

3Esther spoke to the king again, falling at his feet and 
weeping, and beseeching him to avert the evil plotted by 
Haman the Agagite against the Jews. 4The king extended the 
golden scepter to Esther, and Esther arose and stood before 
the king. 5“If it please Your Majesty,” she said, “and if I have 
won your favor and the proposal seems right to Your Majesty, 
and if I am pleasing to you—let dispatches be written 
countermanding those which were written by Haman son of 
Hammedatha the Agagite, embodying his plot to annihilate 
the Jews throughout the king’s provinces. 6For how can I bear 
to see the disaster which will befall my people! And how can 
I bear to see the destruction of my kindred!” 

7Then King Ahasuerus said to Queen Esther and Mordecai 
the Jew, “I have given Haman’s property to Esther, and he has 
been impaled on the stake for scheming against the Jews. 8And 
you may further write with regard to the Jews as you see fit. 
 

                                                 
b-b  Meaning of Heb. uncertain Emendation yields “blanched”; cf. Ps. 34.6. 
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the Jew, who sits in the king’s gate. Omit nothing of all you 
have proposed.” 11So Haman took the garb and the horse and 
arrayed Mordecai and paraded him through the city square; and 
he proclaimed before him: This is what is done for the man 
whom the king desires to honor! 

12Then Mordecai returned to the king’s gate, while Haman 
hurried home, his head covered in mourning. 13There Haman told 
his wife Zeresh and all his friends everything that had befallen 
him. His advisers and his wife Zeresh said to him, “If Mordecai, 
before whom you have begun to fall, is of Jewish stock, you will 
not overcome him; you will fall before him to your ruin.” 

14While they were still speaking with him, the king’s 
eunuchs arrived and hurriedly brought Haman to the banquet 
which Esther had prepared. 

Chapter 7 
1So the king and Haman came to feast with Queen Esther. 

2On the second day, the king again asked Esther at the wine 
feast, “What is your wish, Queen Esther? It shall be granted you. 
And what is your request? Even to half the kingdom, it shall be 
fulfilled.” 3Queen Esther replied: “If Your Majesty will do me 
the favor, and if it pleases Your Majesty, let my life be granted 
me as my wish, and my people as my request. 4For we have been 
sold, my people and I, to be destroyed, massacred, and 
exterminated. Had we only been sold as bondmen and 
bondwomen, I would have kept silent; for a-the adversary-a is not 
worthy of the king’s trouble.” 

5Thereupon King Ahasuerus demanded of Queen Esther, 
“Who is he and where is he who dared to do this?” 6“The 
adversary and enemy,” replied Esther, “is this evil Haman!” 
And Haman cringed in terror before the king and the queen. 
7The king, in his fury, left the wine feast for the palace 
garden, while Haman remained to plead with Queen Esther for 
his life; for he saw that the king had resolved to destroy him. 
8When the king returned from the palace garden to the 
banquet room, Haman was lying prostrate on the couch 
 
                                                 
a-a  Emendation yields “a trifle” (h�is�s�ar), lit. “little finger.” 
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means nothing to me every time I see that Jew Mordecai sitting 
in the palace gate.” 14Then his wife Zeresh and all his friends 
said to him, “Let a stake be put up, fifty cubits high, and in the 
morning ask the king to have Mordecai impaled on it. Then you 
can go gaily with the king to the feast.” The proposal pleased 
Haman, and he had the stake put up. 
 

Chapter 6 
 

1That night, sleep deserted the king, and he ordered the book 
of records, the annals, to be brought; and it was read to the king. 
2There it was found written that Mordecai had denounced 
Bigthana and Teresh, two of the king’s eunuchs who guarded the 
threshold, who had plotted to do away with King Ahasuerus. 
3“What honor or advancement has been conferred on Mordecai 
for this?” the king inquired. “Nothing at all has been done for 
him,” replied the king’s servants who were in attendance on him. 
4“Who is in the court?” the king asked. For Haman had just 
entered the outer court of the royal palace, to speak to the king 
about having Mordecai impaled on the stake he had prepared for 
him. 5“It is Haman standing in the court,” the king’s servants 
answered him. “Let him enter,” said the king. 6Haman entered, 
and the king asked him, “What should be done for a man whom 
the king desires to honor?” Haman said to himself, “Whom 
would the king desire to honor more than me?” 7So Haman said 
to the king, “For the man whom the king desires to honor, 8let 
royal garb which the king has worn be brought, and a horse on 
which the king has ridden and on whose head a royal diadem has 
been set; 9and let the attire and the horse be put in the charge of 
one of the king’s noble courtiers. And let the man whom the 
king desires to honor be attired and paraded on the horse 
through the city square, while they proclaim before him: This is 
what is done for the man whom the king desires to honor!” 
10“Quick, then!” said the king to Haman. “Get the garb and the 
horse, as you have said, and do this to Mordecai 
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Chapter 5 
1On the third day, Esther put on royal apparel and stood in 

the inner court of the king’s palace, facing the king’s palace, 
while the king was sitting on his royal throne in the throne 
room facing the entrance of the palace. 2As soon as the king 
saw Queen Esther standing in the court, she won his favor. 
The king extended to Esther the golden scepter which he had 
in his hand, and Esther approached and touched the tip of the 
scepter. 3“What troubles you, Queen Esther?” the king asked 
her. “And what is your request? Even to half the kingdom, it 
shall be granted you.” 4“If it please Your Majesty,” Esther 
replied, “let Your Majesty and Haman come today to the feast 
that I have prepared for him.” 5The king commanded, “Tell 
Haman to hurry and do Esther’s bidding.” So the king and 
Haman came to the feast that Esther had prepared. 

6At the wine feast, the king asked Esther, “What is your 
wish? It shall be granted you. And what is your request? Even to 
half the kingdom, it shall be fulfilled.” 7“My wish,” replied 
Esther, “my request—8if Your Majesty will do me the favor, if it 
please Your Majesty to grant my wish and accede to my 
request—let Your Majesty and Haman come to the feast which I 
will prepare for them; and tomorrow I will do Your Majesty’s 
bidding.” 

9That day Haman went out happy and lighthearted. But when 
Haman saw Mordecai in the palace gate, and Mordecai did not 
rise or even stir on his account, Haman was filled with rage at 
him. 10Nevertheless, Haman controlled himself and went home. 
He sent for his friends and his wife Zeresh, 11and Haman told 
them about his great wealth and his many sons, and all about 
how the king had promoted him and advanced him above the 
officials and the king’s courtiers. 12“What is more,” said 
Haman, “Queen Esther gave a feast, and besides the king she 
did not have anyone but me. And tomorrow too I am invited 
by her along with the king. 13Yet all this 
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but he refused. 

5Thereupon Esther summoned Hathach, one of the eunuchs 
whom the king had appointed to serve her, and sent him to 
Mordecai to learn the why and wherefore of it all. 6Hathach went 
out to Mordecai in the city square in front of the palace gate; 
7and Mordecai told him all that had happened to him, and all 
about the money that Haman had offered to pay into the royal 
treasury for the destruction of the Jews. 8He also gave him the 
written text of the law that had been proclaimed in Shushan for 
their destruction. [He bade him] show it to Esther and inform 
her, and charge her to go to the king and to appeal to him and to 
plead with him for her people. 9When Hathach came and 
delivered Mordecai’s message to Esther, 10Esther told Hathach to 
take back to Mordecai the following reply: 11“All the king’s 
courtiers and the people of the king’s provinces know that if any 
person, man or woman, enters the king’s presence in the inner 
court without having been summoned, there is but one law for 
him—that he be put to death. Only if the king extends the golden 
scepter to him may he live. Now I have not been summoned to 
visit the king for the last thirty days.” 

12When Mordecai was told what Esther had said, 13Mordecai 
had this message delivered to Esther: “Do not imagine that you, 
of all the Jews, will escape with your life by being in the king’s 
palace. 14On the contrary, if you keep silent in this crisis, relief 
and deliverance will come to the Jews from another quarter, 
while you and your father’s house will perish. And who knows, 
perhaps you have attained to royal position for just such a crisis.” 
15Then Esther sent back this answer to Mordecai: 16“Go, 
assemble all the Jews who live in Shushan, and fast in my 
behalf; do not eat or drink for three days, night or day. I and my 
maidens will observe the same fast. Then I shall go to the king, 
though it is contrary to the law; and if I am to perish, I shall 
perish!” 17So Mordecai went about [the city] and did just as 
Esther had commanded him. 
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9If it please Your Majesty, let an edict be drawn for their 
destruction, and I will pay ten thousand talents of silver to the 
stewards for deposit in the royal treasury.” 10Thereupon the king 
removed his signet ring from his hand and gave it to Haman son 
of Hammedatha the Agagite, the foe of the Jews. 11And the king 
said, “The money and the people are yours to do with as you see 
fit.” 

12On the thirteenth day of the first month, the king’s scribes 
were summoned and a decree was issued, as Haman directed, to 
the king’s satraps, to the governors of every province, and to the 
officials of every people, to every province in its own script and 
to every people in its own language. The orders were issued in 
the name of King Ahasuerus and sealed with the king’s signet. 
13Accordingly, written instructions were dispatched by couriers 
to all the king’s provinces to destroy, massacre, and exterminate 
all the Jews, young and old, children and women, on a single 
day, on the thirteenth day of the twelfth month—that is, the 
month of Adar—and to plunder their possessions. 14The text of 
the document was to the effect that a law should be proclaimed 
in every single province; it was to be publicly displayed to all the 
peoples, so that they might be ready for that day. 

15The couriers went out posthaste on the royal mission, and 
the decree was proclaimed in the fortress Shushan. The king and 
Haman sat down to feast, but the city of Shushan was 
dumfounded. 
 

Chapter 4 
1When Mordecai learned all that had happened, Mordecai 

tore his clothes and put on sackcloth and ashes. He went through 
the city, crying out loudly and bitterly, 2until he came in front of 
the palace gate; for one could not enter the palace gate wearing 
sackcloth.—3Also, in every province that the king’s command 
and decree reached, there was great mourning among the Jews, 
with fasting, weeping, and wailing, and everybody lay in 
sackcloth and ashes.—4When Esther’s maidens and eunuchs came 
and informed her, the queen was greatly agitated. She sent clothing 
for Mordecai to wear, so that he might take off his sackcloth; 
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21At that time, when Mordecai was sitting in the palace gate, 
Bigthan and Teresh, two of the king’s eunuchs who guarded the 
threshold, became angry, and plotted to do away with King 
Ahasuerus. 22Mordecai learned of it and told it to Queen Esther, 
and Esther reported it to the king in Mordecai’s name. 23The 
matter was investigated and found to be so, and the two were 
impaled on stakes. This was recorded in the book of annals at the 
instance of the king. 

 

Chapter 3 
1Some time afterward, King Ahasuerus promoted Haman son 

of Hammedatha the Agagite; he advanced him and seated him 
higher than any of his fellow officials. 2All the king’s courtiers in 
the knelt and bowed low to Haman, for such was the king’s order 
concerning him; but Mordecai would not kneel or bow low. 
3Then the king’s courtiers who were in the palace gate said to 
Mordecai, “Why do you disobey the king’s order?” 4When they 
spoke to him day after day and he would not listen to them, they 
told Haman, in order to see whether Mordecai’s resolve would 
prevail; for he had explained to them that he was a Jew.a 5When 
Haman saw that Mordecai would not kneel or bow low to him, 
Haman was filled with rage. 6But he disdained to lay hands on 
Mordecai alone; having been told who Mordecai’s people were, 
Haman plotted to do away with all the Jews, Mordecai’s people, 
throughout the kingdom of Ahasuerus. 

7In the first month, that is, the month of Nisan, in the twelfth 
year of King Ahasuerus, pur—which means “the lot”—was cast 
before Haman concerning every day and every month, [until it 
fell on] the twelfth month, that is, the month of Adar. 8Haman 
then said to King Ahasuerus, “There is a certain people, scattered 
and dispersed among the other peoples in all the provinces of 
your realm, whose laws are different from those of any other 
people and who do not obey the king’s laws; and it is not in Your 
Majesty’s interest to tolerate them. 

                                                 
a  I.e., that as a Jew he could not bow to a descendant of Agag, the 
Amalekite king; see 1 Sam. 15, and cf. Exod. 17.14–16; Deut. 25.17–19. 
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and her maids with special kindness in the harem. 10Esther did 
not reveal her people or her kindred, for Mordecai had told her 
not to reveal it. 11Every single day Mordecai would walk about 
in front of the court of the harem, to learn how Esther was faring 
and what was happening to her. 

12When each girl’s turn came to go to King Ahasuerus at the 
end of the twelve months’ treatment prescribed for women (for 
that was the period spent on beautifying them: six months with 
oil of myrrh and six months with perfumes and women’s 
cosmetics, 13and it was after that that the girl would go to the 
king), whatever she asked for would be given her to take with 
her from the harem to the king’s palace. 14She would go in the 
evening and leave in the morning for a second harem in charge 
of Shaashgaz, the king’s eunuch, guardian of the concubines. 
She would not go again to the king unless the king wanted her, 
when she would be summoned by name. 15When the turn came 
for Esther daughter of Abihail—the uncle of Mordecai, who had 
adopted her as his own daughter—to go to the king, she did not 
ask for anything but what Hegai, the king’s eunuch, guardian of 
the women, advised. Yet Esther won the admiration of all who 
saw her. 

16Esther was taken to King Ahasuerus, in his royal palace, in 
the tenth month, which is the month of Tebeth, in the seventh 
year of his reign. 17The king loved Esther more than all the other 
women, and she won his grace and favor more than all the 
virgins. So he set a royal diadem on her head and made her 
queen instead of Vashti. 18The king gave a great banquet for all 
his officials and courtiers, “the banquet of Esther.” He 
proclaimed a remission of taxesb for the provinces and 
distributed gifts as befits a king. 

19cWhen the virgins were assembled a second time, Mordecai sat 
in the palace gate. 20But Esther still did not reveal her kindred or her 
people, as Mordecai had instructed her; for Esther obeyed Mordecai’s 
bidding, as she had done when she was under his tutelage. 
 

 

                                                 
b  Or “an amnesty.” 
c  Meaning of verse uncertain. 
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their husbands with respect, high and low alike.” 
21The proposal was approved by the king and the ministers, 

and the king did as Memucan proposed. 22Dispatches were sent 
to all the provinces of the king, to every province in its own 
script and to every nation in its own language, that every man 
should wield authority in his home and speak the language of his 
own people. 
 

Chapter 2 
1Some time afterward, when the anger of King Ahasuerus 

subsided, he thought of Vashti and what she had done and what 
had been decreed against her. 2The king’s servants who 
attended him said, “Let beautiful young virgins be sought out 
for Your Majesty. 3Let Your Majesty appoint officers in every 
province of your realm to assemble all the beautiful young 
virgins at the fortress Shushan, in the harem under the 
supervision of Hege, the king’s eunuch, guardian of the women. 
Let them be provided with their cosmetics. 4And let the maiden 
who pleases Your Majesty be queen instead of Vashti.” The 
proposal pleased the king, and he acted upon it. 

5In the fortress Shushan lived a Jew by the name of 
Mordecai, son of Jair son of Shimei son of Kish, a Benjaminite. 
6[Kish] had been exiled from Jerusalem in the group that was 
carried into exile along with King Jeconiah of Judah, which had 
been driven into exile by King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.—
7He was foster father to Hadassah—that is, Esther—his uncle’s 
daughter, for she had neither father nor mother. The maiden was 
shapely and beautiful; and when her father and mother died, 
Mordecai adopted her as his own daughter. 

8When the king’s order and edict was proclaimed, and when 
many girls were assembled in the fortress Shushan under the 
supervision of Hegai,a Esther too was taken into the king’s palace 
under the supervision of Hegai, guardian of the women. 9The girl 
pleased him and won his favor, and he hastened to furnish her 
with her cosmetics and her rations, as well as with the seven maids 
who were her due from the king’s palace; and he treated her 
 

                                                 
a  Identical with Hege in v. 3. 
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9In addition, Queen Vashti gave a banquet for women, in the 
royal palace of King Ahasuerus. 

10On the seventh day, when the king was merry with wine, 
he ordered Mehuman, Bizzetha, Harbona, Bigtha, Abagtha, 
Zethar, and Carcas, the seven eunuchs in attendance on King 
Ahasuerus, 11to bring Queen Vashti before the king wearing a 
royal diadem, to display her beauty to the peoples and the 
officials; for she was a beautiful woman. 12But Queen Vashti 
refused to come at the king’s command conveyed by the 
eunuchs. The king was greatly incensed, and his fury burned 
within him. 

13Then the king consulted the sages learned in procedure.c 
(For it was the royal practice [to turn] to all who were versed in 
law and precedent. 14His closest advisers were Carshena, Shethar, 
Admatha, Tarshish, Meres, Marsena, and Memucan, the seven 
ministers of Persia and Media who had access to the royal 
presence and occupied the first place in the kingdom.) 15“What,” 
[he asked,] “shall be done, according to law, to Queen Vashti for 
failing to obey the command of King Ahasuerus conveyed by the 
eunuchs?” 

16Thereupon Memucan declared in the presence of the king 
and the ministers: “Queen Vashti has committed an offense not 
only against Your Majesty but also against all the officials and 
against all the peoples in all the provinces of King Ahasuerus. 
17For the queen’s behavior will make all wives despise their 
husbands, as they reflect that King Ahasuerus himself ordered 
Queen Vashti to be brought before him, but she would not come. 
18This very day the ladies of Persia and Media, who have heard 
of the queen’s behavior, will cite it to all Your Majesty’s 
officials, and there will be no end of scorn and provocation! 

19“If it please Your Majesty, let a royal edict be issued by 
you, and let it be written into the laws of Persia and Media, so 
that it cannot be abrogated, that Vashti shall never enter the 
presence of King Ahasuerus. And let Your Majesty bestow her 
royal state upon another who is more worthy than she. 20Then 
will the judgment executed by Your Majesty resound throughout 
your realm, vast though it is; and all wives will treat 
 
                                                 
c  Lit. “the times.” 
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�›0 W� F� �› "� $� ^ �	 BP " �0 %�� �� ���	 �� �Ê � ��› $� �� "' �� � G4 F��� �Ô 
�� +�› �Ú "�	 �Ô�	 "� . �Ô �	 "P "  � J� F�� E� �Ê � T� F	 �� "Ê �0 ?� �' " �	

›0 ~� F� �› "� $� ^ �	 LP " � 9 �� �� �� �Ê � �I �› "��� �� �� *�' � �	 � |"� �� 
�� H� �� �	  MÔ �	 "P " � �� 8'�Ä	 ��  �� �� >�ÄI  K�Î " �0 *Ì " ��  �0 5� �‡ U

� 9 "� ��Í�V "� 8̀  � 3� �‡ 	 %&� �	  +�Ô �	 "P " � >' �Ë�� �� .Í� �� 8› � 1› $�
^ �	 JP " �m �4 8� �� �0 ?� �Î �Ê � S� ��Í '0 9� ^ �	 LP "�	 "��� ���� "' �� � G4 F�  

�� +�� �� �! �� .�Í� �	 "�  �0 x' $� 2� � 5& 	 �� � S� ��Í�V "� 8� � =� �� �Ê ' w� �Ô �� ��
� *�› $� .È ��Í� �	 "�Í ›0 +� F� �› "� $� ^ �	 LP " .� F� �� �	 � 9�I �› "� �0 K' ���� W& 	 

� �Ú _P ��  �'0Ï " È H�Í� �� �	 ^ �	 +�P " � 3I ��  " � *�� �� �̀  p� "� �› �� �� ^ �	 1P
. �‡ $� "��� _› $� Í Q� �I �� �� 9�› �Ú "�	 �� �� �� �  HÊ "� � DÔ 0 +�Í� �	 "��	 �� �Ê 
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Blessings before Reading Megillat Esther 

Blessed are You, Adonai, Our God, King of the universe, 
Who sanctified us with His commandments and 
commanded us concerning the reading of the Megillah. 

Blessed are You, Adonai, Our God, King of the universe, 
Who performed wondrous deeds for our fathers, in 
ancient days, at this season. 

The Sephardim do not repeat this blessing by day 

Blessed are You, Adonai, Our God, King of the universe, 
for keeping us in life, for sustaining us, and for helping 
us reach this moment. 
 

Chapter 1 
1It happened in the days of Ahasuerus—that Ahasuerus who 

reigned over a hundred and twenty-seven provinces from India 
to Ethiopia. 2In those days, when King Ahasuerus occupied the 
royal throne in the fortressa Shushan, 3in the third year of his 
reign, he gave a banquet for all the officials and courtiers—the 
administration of Persia and Media, the nobles and the governors 
of the provinces in his service. 4For no fewer than a hundred and 
eighty days he displayed the vast riches of his kingdom and the 
splendid glory of his majesty. 5At the end of this period, the king 
gave a banquet for seven days in the court of the king’s palace 
garden for all the people who lived in the fortress Shushan, high 
and low alike. 6b[There were hangings of] white cotton and blue 
wool, caught up by cords of fine linen and purple wool to silver 
rods and alabaster columns; and there were couches of gold and 
silver on a pavement of marble, alabaster, mother-of-pearl, and 
mosaics. 7Royal wine was served in abundance, as befits a king, 
in golden beakers, beakers of varied design. 8And the rule for the 
drinking was, “No restrictions!” For the king had given orders to 
every palace steward to comply with each man’s wishes. 
 

                                                 
a  I.e., the fortified city. 
b  Meaning of part of this verse uncertain. 
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 ����'	�� ����� ����  
 �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê, & 	 <� � �	0� � ^ �	 _� Í�� E, �› $�  Í� �› �Ë �� �

 �� �� ��0 �4 �� �'Í� 8Í �4, �! �� �� � �� �� �� 	 "� �  

 �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê,� �	0� � ^ �	 _� Í�� E& 	 <� , �� �Û ��  �‡ �� �› 
Í�� E�0' $� 2	, "Ê  �Î " � "� �Î "Ê � F " �� �� �Ì�  

 �����V���' �� ��' ©�'	 ������ ����  
 �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê,� �	0� � ^ �	 _� Í�� E& 	 <� , _ �›  �� �� Í� 8� <� Í� 8� �Ì

 "� �Î "	 Í� 8�� �Á � �� �Î " ��  

� ���  
›0 9� F� �› "� $� �Í 5 ›0 x� F� �› "� $� � 3�� �Ê � ; �� "� ÍË 5& F� � F	&P " 

 C› ›Í +Ô�� "� �� H� F�Í �� D� �‡ �� �� � "' � 8�� �� ��  � # � �� ;� �Ì "Ê
� �' L› �Ô  � @›Í› �Ê � T› $� 0 +�Í� �	 "� � 3Û �Ô 	 �"� ›0 9� F� �› "� $� ^ �	 LP " U

� 8�� �Ê "  �� H� �‡�	 �� �	  +�I �› ��  ,‡ �� 0 +� �	 �� �	 .›0	 �› � �� �› �Ê
	� 3� �� v� �' $� 2�  ��Í V >� �̀  U�� A� �I �� "̀ 2 � 9 "�  �0 %�� �� �P " � =� �‡ ��

��� 8� �� �	 � + �� ���� *�� �� 0 +�Í� �	 "� �0 5' �Ô .� �› *��� �� 0 9�&� �� " �Ê 
��0 W� � S� ��Í �� D�0� �› �� +�Ê "� �� s� �� 0 x� �!Í� �Á � �� T� �� �I 

��0 5	 �� �'Í � ,� ��	 �� �	 ^ �	 ~�P "  ,‡ ��  �! 9F� � �� s� �Ì " U 
 �Á �� �	  K ��� �Ê " � *"›Í› �Ê p�� �� �4 �� �Ú " N�	0   TI �› �� � M� ���� "� ��
� S�� �Ê � @Ú �Á � �"4 $� 2Ê �� �� �� � >� �' �› �^ �	 _P "  5��Í V >̀ �� "Ô U 

 m �V T� � F	� D	 �Á�	 "� � +�� �Á �� "� �� jÍ 5'�� F	 �' "� �Ê .�Í� �� � �	 9F� ��Í
� F�Í 5P "� �� �0 5Ï �� › #› › �› ���� " 2Ê � @� �4 �� 	 q� m �V 9�� �� ' , �� U  � @� ��
�� �� 8�&V ��  �� =� �� �� ��0› �� s	 FÔ �� �� ;	 F� �� ' +� �� � 3	 �� �Ê .�0� �› " ��

�^ �	 _P " � @� �Ô ' H� �Í }� �	 "� � 3��� �Ô V #�&� �� 3� � HË "�  �Ì �� �· " ��  U
� >Û ��  ' >��	 �Ô 	 �"� ^ �	 9�P "�0 ?4 �� �Ô �0 %‡ $� 2	 0 +�� FÊ ›� �� ���›� ��: 
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��0� �	 �� � �� EV �Ê ' F›, �� �� � "Ë "› 	 F4 �Ê  �0� "	 � "�&� �� ��0	 
� �� ��Í W4 ��Í � �V �� "�,�0Ê�� "� �' �� � "& 	 <�    �̂ "� �Í � �Ô� "̀ �� k �	� 

›Í� ��,��0Í " � �' _Ë ��    2� �� ^ �	 ^ �V 8� 0� �� �' �� �Ê�� �� �� �Ô�� "� 
 �V �� �I,�0I �� $�  �� F�&&V ��  �Ú �4    8	 � "� 2̀ �� � ��� ���Ä	 �	 ��, 

� mÍ� �� j F� F�&̂ 	 $ 2� 	 �� W&� �Ê � �' _Ë �� �� ��0, �Í› �� ' �� _̃ �� 
�� �� 8� o 84  m �	 _� k �Ë �̂ �� 	&` ��,k _�� ��� ��  �' �' ��Í , _	 F� 	 k�Ä 

�› �Á �� �� �Ê "� k� _�� F� �Ê � "�,�� �� �› �� � "� /! �› ��  � �� �� �I  �� �Ô 
� �V �� "�  �0 ��  �I "�, �0� �	 ��  2‡ �I ��  _�0� ���k  k� _	 F�  �Ú /� ���Ä	

 �� ��,^ �!� �Í "4 �� �� �� �� �	 "� � �Ô �k _	 o 8� �Ê ' "� �� ���Ä	 � "� _� �� , 
k ��Í W� �‚ �� � �� 2̀ "Ô�	 "� �k� _� �� �Ë�	 �� �Ê k �� �� �› �	, � �' _� �Ê m&Á �I�� �̀  

^&� �� �I � �� _� �� 	 "� 2›�	 "� �k _	 �� "�,� �Ú "� �� �� �� �Ô V&� �� �I  � �' � �Ô ��
Í E� �! "� $� 2� � "› ��,�� �� �› � "� ���� �Ô Í E' �Á "‡ $�  Í E� <� �� �� � �� E� �� �� ��, 

 �� �4 �' � ��&� ���0P ��,�Í F� �Ê "� $� "� Í F4 �! "� $�    �� �� �� ^ �� W&�
Í E�� �Ê �‡ "�, E� �� "� �� Í Í E�� �Ê �‡ "� �� �� �� ^ �� W&� �� �� ��Í W›� �Ê, 
Í E� �� "� ���� �� ��Í W›� �Ê   

  

If Purim falls on a Saturday night, although Habdalah is not 
recited until after Alenu, Boreh Meoreh Haesh is recited here 

 �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê ,� �	0� 8 ^ �	 _� Í�� E& 	 <� ,› F� � � F�0� �� � F�0Ê.  
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Í� � ����04 �� �	 � F� �� ���� ��, �0� �� � �� � �Ê �	  _� �� �	k�,  �0 �� � ��Í4 
 W� ��� �	 $�0�   

 �‡0� �0	 �› �� ��0� �� �Ê, �Í �� �� $� "� �',  �‡ $� "� �0	 �› 
 E	 ��Í��, 	 "� �� 	 �Ô 0P "��	 F� �� �‡ ��, Í� �� �� �� � F� ���  

 � F› � � �� �0 ��^ ��&' �� . E� � "� ��  �I "��� �	0�� 
� "� �� �P ��� _›� "� › ���0�0' ��. � F› 	 �! / �� � �0 ��  �0 �� $�  E�&�Í��. 

 8��	 �� �Ê k �� �› �� �Ë "�� 8� �j ���  

	 "Ë "Á �� �� › "Ë "� �� �� �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ����.  8� �Ê� �� �	  ����� �� �' 
È F�Í� �� ��, ^� �	 �� "� �� È F�Í� �	 "�, � "� �4 "� �� È F� �� �� /̀,  ��' F� ��� È F�� �› ��� 

���. �0�� FÌ "� �Ê �0�� F�0� �'Í, � FÌ "� �'Í  FÊ�	 �� ��	 F� �� �‡ �� ��,  2Ê� �	 �� $� 
� "� �� �'Í '� �� ��, Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.   

� F �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ^ "� �' ��, � "	 �� �	  8� �	Í� F� �	  8�� �Ì "� �	 ^ "� �Ê �� ��, 
� "Ê "I �› �� ��,  "� �̀ �� �� ���,  "�0� �� �� ���, � F‚ "� �� �� ��, � �Ë " �� �� ��,  �! "� �� �� ��, 
 "! " �� �� ��	, È F� �›  �Ë^� �� �Ê � �› �� /� �Í� ���.  E� �	� �! � �� 

	 �Ô�� �� �� �� �Ê,  �›� �� ���, � �� �� �Ê �› /I � �� �� �� _� ��,  2Ë� ��� �� $�  8� �Ê� �� �	, 
Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.  

  
 	� ��4��'"
 ,'�
 � ������
� ����� ���'�  .  

���� ��
' ,	�� �����' ����
���' ����' . 
On Saturday night, say Shuba followed by Birkat Ha’esh. 

Otherwise, continue with Megillat Esther.  
  

� �� ���� "�  �0 ��  8'Í›, Í� F� �Ê "‡ �k� _� �' $��	 "� � F� �Ú � �� 
k _Ë �V "� � �� W&Ê "', �0�� �Ô Í� E� �P "‡ �Í�� E� ���	 �� �Ê  �� �� �‡ �� ��  �� �Ú "� ��Í 

Í� 8�� �Ú ��, �› k _	 o� �� k� _� �' $��	 ��  �� �� F� � �� �� Í�� �� �� �0�, 
Í�� E	 �� Í�� E& 	 <� � ��&� $� � "� W&� � �� �� �� �� F� �Ê�	 "� k �� �� $ 2�, 

Í�� E	 ��  �� ��0 WÔ Í�� E� ��  F‡ $� 2�Í,�Í E� ��0 WÔ Í�� E� ��  F‡ $� 2�Í   
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 �	0'� . �� "� �I �'  "� $� _��k �  "� �Ê F �� 2� �� �I ��  $� � �40� . 2� $ F› W'0 �� 
!0 �Á Í�0	 �Ê �Ä›0, ��  ��Í	0� 0� ��  �� �Ê � �� "� �� � 	 F�j . �� �� �‡ ��� 
 �� �P � �� � �Û�� ��  �� �� �	��0 �� 0� �� �	  �› ��k "  �Á0� _V 	 �	�  

	 "� �� � �! /Ô  "� �Ê �� ��^  ��0� �� �� ��� � F‚ "� �� �� �� k �� �› �� �� �I 
 EÔ �	 "�Í� � �	0� �	 � �� ��,  �� ��	� 2�� �Ì "�  W�0�kÍ  _Û �	 .  

 2� ��Í	 �	,  8'� ��Í� ��, � ���k �� �›  �Á "	0�  �Ê� �� <� � �	0� �	, � �Ô 
'0�.  � F�	  W› �� E� ��ÍÍ�  E� �� �� �� ��Í�  _V �  �	 F�	 '0Ï "� ^Í� �Ê 
 �I "�  �0 ��, '0Ï " k �� �› k �	Í  �� �� �0�0 �	�  

 �‡�� �0	 �›,  �'0�  �� �� �'Í, �� �Ì "�, � F�  _� ��� �V,   �� �� �4
 2� ���� �� $�,  E	 ��Í�� 	 "� ���	 �Ô� �� �‡ ��	 F�  _P "�k .Í 8' E� ��Í�  �' ��Í�� 
 8! /ÔÍ� � �� �� �Ô �0� �Ê  _� �̀k� .� �Ô �0� �'  _� �̀k�,  2� �� �I  8!Í�  �0 �� 

 E& 	 <�Í���  ��0I  ���� �Ì "�,  2� �' $  �� _�� �V,  2� ��  �� �� �4�� �� $�, 
 �Ê �� �� �0	 �› �� .'0� ��  _�� F� �Êk�  8' �	 E� ��Í�  �	Í^ F� �' � ���	 �Ô �

k �P "� 	 F� �� �‡ �� '&� �Ê��&� �0	 �› ��� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��,  �P "^ F� �' 
� �� 0P "� 	 F� �� �‡ ��  �· "Ê�0	� � F� ��.  

Í� � ����04 �� �	 � F� �� ���� ��, �0� �� � �� � �Ê �	  _� �� �	k�,  �0 �� � ��Í4 
 W� ��� �	 $�0�   

 & 	 <� "� .�&4 �� � ��0› �	 � �� F�,  �� �‡� "�0� �� � FÊ "Ë ��  �� �� ��, 
� "	 �	 "� �� �	 �� � �› �� "� �&Ë ��, � �› �� "� ��  _Ô� �� �� 	&Ô "	  �I �� � .� "� �̀ 

� �Ê �	  _� ��0� �Êk, � F� $� "� ��  _�0 �4 ��k� m&Ë �� �I � �› �� "�. 	 �� ����� �� �̃ " 
 �� "	 �	 � �� ��,  �� F �� � F� � � �� �4 $�, 	 F� �	 "� ��  �� "� �›'0 ��� �

 F‡ $�  2� �	� "�  �� �›^,  F‡ $�  2� �	� "�  ��� �� ��^,  F‡ $�  2� �	� "� 
 �� ��0I^,  F‡ $�  2� �	� "�  �· /� �� ��^.  2� �	� "�  8� F��Í4 �	  _�� �� ��k�, 
 �›0 ���  �� ��k ���  2� E� $�� ���   
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 �I 8� �� ��Í� $� 2� �� �0! �� �I "� E�0›. � ��� F� Í� EÔ �	 "� k� _� �� �! ��Í 
Í� E'� �› �I�	 "�,Í� E� �! �� �I � "� �›Í Í� E� $� 2� Í� EÚ �� , � �Ô  �I "�  E�0› "� 

� "! �� �I 	 �Ô� �̀� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��,  E�0› "�  �! �� �I� 

 F4 ��  �0 ��  <� E& 	Í�� k �P "� �Ê 	 F� �� �‡ ��, � �� �! �� �� �	 ��  F� �›, 
k _�� FÊ �� �' �� �	  ��0' $� 8 ' F› � ��,� �� �! �� ��Í 	 F� �� �‡ �� � F· �� �� , 
�04 �� �Ê 	 FÊ "� ��  �' $ 2� �Ê  �� F ��, � � ��Í �04 �� �	 �� �� �I � "�0' $� 

	 F� �� �‡ ��  _P "�k�  

 2� �'  �I "� �� _� $�� �Ê "� � k��,` �� "I ª 8Ê j E4 �� �� �� Í�Í�,  _� �� _� <� ��� 
 E�� F�Í��  W› �Êk �'Í �0Ì �4 �	  2� �Ê�� �� $�� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, 
 2P "�� �� $�  �� �›0� ��� �0Ì �4 �	�  

�� ��0�  2� $�Í� �� ^ �	 . �› �I "� �Í  �0 ��  E& 	 <�Í��  E� & 	� F� 
 E�0' $�Í�� � �	0� �	  �� ��� . E�Í4Í�, �Í4  EÌ "�Í��, Í� F� ��  E� �› ��Í�, 
 �I "� �Í � �	ª� � ��ª�,  ��0�  �	k � F̀ "V ��Í  _� �! � �Ik, 	 "�� EÌ "�Í�� 

�� ��ÍV �P "  _� �� �Êk,  ��	 "�  E�0� �› ��Í�� �0�Í� �̀ " ^ �	, 	 "� ��� _Û ��k� 
	 �� �Ê �›��0�  8P ��Í�, 	 "� ��  _�0� �	 �� ��k�  W� �� _�0'0k� 	 �� �Ê �›�� F�, 

 _�' ��,  W' ��ª� ��,  8� o �4 �� ���� '0Ï ", � �Ô�Ä	�Í	 ��  2� _� $�k�. 
 �P "� F� "�, � �Ô�Ä	  2�ÍP  _� �V $�k� . E� � �Ô� �	0�  �Í ��Í�� ^ �	�  

�� �Û �Ú " 	 "�,� �� �� /̀ " 	 "� �� , ��  "� " 	 �ÁÍ'0�� . �� "� 	
 " �I›Í0��, ��  "�	 "  �Ú �� �	0��, ��  "� " 	 �Ú ��0��,  �› �� �‡ ��� 
 2	 $�0' E�Í�� "Ê  �Ì �� � �� F "Ê � �Î "� " � �Î:  

 �Ê F�� �� � �� �Ë "� �� � �� �V FI �Ê �›Í �› " � �Ê ���, �Ô  �› �� "� $� � F	 �� �
 � �� � � �� �›�, �Ê  F̃› �	  " �› �� �� "	 $0�Í � �	 "� FÊ �� � �Ô � 	
 " �ÌÍ �� �� �� 2Ú "� �� � "� �� � F��, "�  �� m �� �› �Ê ��0� �� � ���, 
 �Ê �›0	 �› ��  �‡ �	 � W&� ��›  �› F� �� �� �‡Í � W&� � ��› $�  ��Í � �› �	 �	 �
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 �› � �'�  W› E� ��0Í��  �� �' �Ô ��0›�,  W� �� E4 $�0Í��  �I "' �Ô �! ��. 
� FV � ��  _P ��ÍÚ   �� �4�0� ��  2� �� �� $�, &̂ 	 ��Í  E	 ��Í��  �� F ��  �I "� 
 �0 �� k �Ë "' �	,  _� �Ê� �V  2� �'Í�� �� $�  _4 �Ê� �� � �̀ �› �� �'Í� ^Í� �Ê 
 �I "�  �0 ��,  _�^ �	 ' F0�  �� �� �4 � �̀ �› ��Í�  

 � � �I 	 "� �� ��� �› �	 "P "	 �� �� ��� �P "	 �� �� ��, �� �� FÎ " 	 �� �� 
� � "� _� �ÔªÍ� E'�,Í� E� �Ô ��  �� F �� k� _� ��0 W‡�	 �� �� k� _' ��0 W��	 �� �� , 

� F̃ "� ��  �� F ��  �� �› �� 8 �Í� �	 "�Í,� FÊ "› ��Í ,� F! "� ��Í , 
Í�� E� �� �'  �� F �� �Ê � F�� �� �� "� ��� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, � F'0› 

 �� �� "�Í �� �' ��0 W� ��� �� F� "��  

	 "� �� ��� �Ë "̂ ", 	 "� ��  2�� ��� �V $�,  �� FÊ k �P "� �� �� F� �› 	 "� ��
	 F� �� �‡ ��,� �� F� �� �� 	 "� �� ,� �� F� ��0 WV �� FÊ � "�� F	 �̀  	 "� �� , 	 "� �� 

� F� FÁ  _̂ "� ��  E	 �� ��Í��,  _�Í� < � ��  _� $� "�k�  �0 ��  E& 	 <�Í�� .� F� �� 
� �� �‡ '0� 	 �� �	� WÊ "�� �� ��0 k �� �› �Ê  _Ê� �� <�, �� �‡ ��  E� �	 ��Í� 

� � �P ��, � �	0� �	Í Ä	 ›0' F� � �Ô�k �'  8� �'Í� ��, k �Ë �V "� 	 "� �� 
�Í� �� 8� �› �� � �� <� �Ê 	0� �Á " ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, � �� �› �� � �� �' ��Í 

�� ��� �Ë "̂ "	�  

 �IÔ �›0� ^0� �Ê  ��� 2	 �›Í��  �� ���k � �› $� "Ô  2Ê �Ë �I ��, � FÛ �� �� 
 �� ��� k �Ë �' "�  �� F ��  �ÊÈ ��0� �� �� �I,  F� �'Í È ��0� � "� �� �Ê  � �	0�

  �� F �� �Ê E� �� �ÊÍ��� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��,  F�0Ê � 8	 �›Í� ����  

� ��  _4� "� � �� �Ë k �Ë �' "�  �� F ��  �� �4 "� "��, 0� �� "� �� �Í� �I 
 W›� �Ê _� ��Ík, � �Ô  8�Í›� �	k ��  �Í ��Í��  Í�� �̀ �4 ��	 �Ô��0Ì "� ^Í� �Ê 
 �I "�  �0 ��,  �� �4 "� "��  _�� ��  ��Í› ���  

� "� �›  E	0�Í�  �0 ��  E& 	 <�Í��, ' ��  2� �� �� $�, VÍ� � F� "� �� 
 E	 ��Í��, 	 FÊ "� ��  2� �Ê�� �� $� �04 �� �'Í � ��  E� �! �� �IÍ� . 	 F� � �Ô
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� "	 �V  8	Í�  �' ��Í�� � �Ô  8� ��Í��, 	0� ��  8	Í�  EÔ �	 "�Í� � �Ô 
 8› ��Í� ��, � �Ô  F�	 '0� � �! "V ��  8� �I� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, �ÍÚ "� 

 �Ê �� "P "  W	 �V �	0 "��  

 F� �� � ��  E� �� �� �'Í�  8'� �� ��  E'� ��Í�,  �� �	 � F "�Í o� E	Í�  �! /� �� 
 �� F	 �›  2� �	� "�  _� �›k, � �Ô  F�	 	 F�0Á � �� ��  8� �I� ^Í� �Ê  �I "� 
 �0 ��, 	 F�0Á 	 F� �� �‡ ���  

 E� �� ��Í�  �0 ��  E� ��� F� ��,  W �›0 E��Í�  E› �Í �� �� �� � �Ô  E� �! � ��Í� 
 8� �I,  2 �� F	 $�  ��Í� $� � F̀ �� "�Í 	 �� �	� 2I E�Í	 $�Í��, 

	 �� �	Í� E'0� �� "�Í��, 	 �� �	Í� E�0Ô "�Í��, � �Ô  F�	 � F�0�  2�� �� $� 
 _� ��� �� <�  8� �I� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, �	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "� � F	0� � F�0�   

 �Ê F�^ ��  E	Í��,Í�� E& 	 <�  �0 �� , ��  " � �· �� " Î �� �Ä �� �
 �Ô ���	 F���  ��Í' �� ��È �	 0� �', ��  F� "� �Í 	 �� ���  �	 �' �� �� "�  	
 �Ô �̀ �	 F� 8 � $� �� ��, ��  "� FÍ �̀   F� F� � F'	, ��  "‡ "Ê �� � 8��0� �	 /Ô �!0 
 ��ÏÍ �'^,Í  "� F!�  �� E�Í�� ��  �Ê ��0� _�k�,Í  F� W� �› "� � �I0� �� � _�k�, 
 �› �� �� ��  " �̂ �	�  �› ��0�  ��  �Ô �Ë�	 �' �� ��, Í �� �Ô ���	 F�� �
 "� �› ����,Í  �� �Ô ���	 F�� � /̀ �� ��Í��. 2�  $� F‡ �	 È �I  �� ��0�  �' 
 �� 2� $� �� �� �›0	�,Í� V  �� "� F� �� � _	 �� ��  "� �Ô 	 �I�	Í' �� ��È 
Í F�0� _� ��,Í  8' �� ��È �Ê  �� �› F� �� �04 �Ê � �� ��Í  �� �� �',  � ��Í �

È ��� �� $� 2��� �Ì "� ,� �' �‡ �� ,�0	 �› �� , �� �� �' �	 �0'0Ï " �� �� �· "Ô , 
  �I "� ^Í� �Ê ��� �� �· " ^ F� �' ��Í  �I 8� '� �� F�Í '0� 	 F� � �Ô

 �0 ��,��� �� �· " ^ F� �' ��   

� "� �I � ��0› �Ê 	0� �Á  E� �	 E�Í�Í�, � �‡ �� V F� j FÊ "� �	 
 8Á E�0Ì /	Í��,  E4 �Ê "� ��Í�  2�� "�   �� F �� E�� "Ê �� "� �0� �� "Ô  8� �j �� 

 E4 �� "� �	Í�� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, j FÊ "� �� � F� �� �� 0P "� 	 F� �� �‡ ���  
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� ��0Ú " ��,  F�	 �0� �	 �� .	 F�0Á �� �� �V $� �� �'0�,  F�0� 	&Ô ", 
� F�0� �� � FË �V "� �0' ��, �� �' F�Í 	 F�0� � F� �' �	 � �� F� �',  2� �	� "� 0� �› 

 �' $ 2� �Ê�  _�^ �	 � F�0�  �›0�Í "�� � F� ��Í� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, � F� �� 
� � �� �' "��  

 �I "� �0Ê �� � �	0� �	, � $�ª� ��.  FÌ "� �� �� �� F�  2� �I .' "� 
 �›0 �	 "���   

 "� �· � '� W�Í "�Í 0� �� " �� _Á �›��  
	 FÔ �	 "� �� �� �Ì "�  _� �Ê� �V,  FÌ "� �� �� �� F�  2� �Ê�� �� $� �� �Ê "�, 

^ F�0V  W��� �	 ��0, � F�0� �� �� �	0�, �� �I "�Í �� ��ÍV $�, � FÌ "� ��Í 
 W� <�Í0� ��  �	� F� F›� � �� �� .� ��  W� ��k0  2Ê	 "� �0�Í' �Á � ��Í  W� ��0 
^ �!,  _�^ �	 �� �� F�  �Ì "� ��Í  �� �4 "�Í "��  ��Í› ��.  _� ��� �� <�  �I "� 
 2 �	�0� $� �� �� F�� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��,  FÌ "� �� �� �� FP "�  

 �I "� ›0� ��, k �� �› �� ›0� ��, � �›0� ��Í� 	 �� �Ê��0� 
 W	 �	 " ��kÍ  _Û �	� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��,  � F�	 ›0� �̃ "�  

 �I "� � F�0� � �� �� �	  2Ë� "�, � FP "	 ��Í  _	0� <�›  ��� �Ê,   
 �'
 ��4��'On Saturday Night 	 <�  �0 �� Í� 8I �� "�0�  �I "�ª � �Ë "� Í�� E

	 FÔ �‡ " ��, �Ë �' " �	 �I �� 2� ��  �I "�  W� �� FÊ 	�ª W� �	 �0� �� F'Í 	0� �	 › ��ª^ �
, 
�� �P "� �	 	 F� �� �‡ �� �� F'Í, �‡ $� 2P " � F� �� � �› E› �	 � ��� �' �· " �0� �� F'Í  .

	 <�  �0 �� Í� 8I �	 "Ë �' � �› � F› �Ôª �0� �̀ �› �P ��Í �04 �� $� 8 � FP "� F� Í�� E
 �� �� $� 8, �� Í� E	� �̂ " �� Í� E� �̀  ^ �Ô � �� � �� �‚,� �� � "� _̀ ��Í , 	 �Ô ��Í )� F�� �� (

' �	 �0› �Á "� �� �P " �0� �� �� �0› �� �0� F� �Áª� �	0� �Ê ��   
 �� EÚ ��Í� k �I �� F�  �� �� ��  ��� �Ê  8� ��� "�� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, 
� F�0�  8Ë "� "�� 

 E'� �› $Í�  �' ��Í��  W� �	 _� ��0k,  8� �� E' ��Í�  �	 "� EÔÍ�  2	 _� ��0' $�k, 
 2 �� E�� �� $�Í�  �'Í› �� �Ê  �� F	 �›  _� �� �	k�� ^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��, 
 8 �40�  �'Í› �� �Ê�  
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 �0 �� �Í� �� 8� ��,� �� �� � �	0� �	 &̂ 	 �� ��  .  �0 ��  �� ���� �Ô �� "� <� _� ��
� $� 2��� ��ª', �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê �ÍÚ _P �� � �� �� � "Ì �� 0	 �� ��Í , 	 "� �Á 
�	 F� �� �‡ ��  

�0	 �› �	 Í�� �' $� Í� E'� �Ô �› ", �� �Ì "� �	 Í� EÔ �	 "� Í� E�� �� $� 2 �� 
�0	 �› �	Í �� �'0� .k _�0	 �› � "Ô /V Í�� E	 �� ‡0� ��Í, Í� E� �̃ "� �� 

k� _� �� �! ��  �'0�  �4 F� �Ê Í� EÔ �	 "�, � "� 2� �	  �� F �� Í� E�� �›0 �� 
Í� E� $� 2Ê � F� � �� �k _� �› . � ��' F�0� � "Ô "� Í�� E	 �� F� � FV,� �' _Ë , 

' �� _�, W� ª� �	, �� �4 , �� �� ,' �� �� ,�0� �� �� ,�� �� �› "�Í , � �� FÁ "�Í 
Í�� E� $� 2� F�Í Í�� E� �� �! �� � �� �‡ � FV � �� �0' �›, k� _� �� �Ô 	 F4 �'Í 

Í� E�� �I �V "I,�0	 �› �	Í �� �Ì "� �	 Í� E�0'Í Í� E�� F4 �0� �›Í , F�   �I "�
� �	0� � "� �� . � �� � �' �Ë�	 �Ô ��  �I 8� Í� E	� �̂ "�Í Í� E� ��0 W› 	 F� � �Ô

 �	 F� �� �‡ �� � F�0› � �›� �� Ä	 �� �Í� ���Ä	  FÚ � � �	 �� 8	 � "� 2̀ ��Í
 �0 ��  �I "� ^Í� �Ê,� "� �	 	 F� �� �‡ �� 0P "� � �� � F�0› ,    �� F� ��   

	 "Ë "Á �� �� › "Ë "� �� �� ��  �›È F� � �Ê "� ����.  8� �Ê� �� �	  ����� �� �' 
È F�Í� �� ��, ^� �	 �� "� �� È F�Í� �	 "�, � "� �4 "� �� È F� �� �� /̀,  ��' F� ��� È F�� �› ��� 

���. �0�� FÌ "� �Ê �0�� F�0� �'Í, � FÌ "� �'Í 	 F� �� �‡ �� �� FÊ�	 �� ��,  2Ê� �	 �� $� 
� "� �� �'Í '� �� ��, Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.   

� F ��  F� �›È � �Ê "� ^ "� �' ��, � "	 �� �	  8� �	Í� F� �	  8�� �Ì "� �	 ^ "� �Ê �� ��, 
� "Ê "I �› �� ��,  "� �̀ �� �� ���,  "�0� �� �� ���, � F‚ "� �� �� ��, � �Ë " �� �� ��,  �! "� �� �� ��, 
 "! " �� �� ��	, È F� �› ^� �� �Ê � �› �� /� �Ë �Í� ���.  E� �	� �! � �� 

	 �Ô�� �� �� �� �Ê,  �›� �� ���,  �› /I� �� �� �Ê � �� �� �� _� ��,  2Ë� ��� �� $�  8� �Ê� �� �	, 
Í� �� �� �� � F� ��� ���.  

� $�ª� ��, � "� �� �‡ � �I �� �I, � ��Í �� �Á "�  _� �! � �Ik� 

^Í� �Ê  �I "�  �0 ��,  E& 	 <�Í��  E� & 	� F�  E�0' $�Í��,  & 	 <� F� 
� � �� �' "�,  & 	 <� F� � �� �4 ��,  E� & 	� F� '&� $� "� . � F�	  �Á "	0� �0Ê �Á " 
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 � ��� ?& Ì "�H0 ���	 �� ��� W&�� F!  B›  .	 F� �� �‡ �� � G� �Ê�	 �� � |FÊ "Ë
 � T� F� �� �' � =� �� "Ô�	 "� � A4� �4 � B �	 Í *‡ �� �� � +� F	 $� ,I �� "� 8� ��

 D� �̀  m H� �Ô " � D4� �4�	 "� Í }� �� �� �� � v�&� W&� �	 �� �� �	  ,� � �� �� �	 E� �I 	� 
 5� �4 ���	 �Ô�� �� .� �I �� "� ��Í 0 9�&� � L�� �� ��Í z� �4� �4 �	ª � + �� �� 

Í�Í K� ���� W& 	 �� � v�&� � T�� �‡ $� 2� � +��� F�� E� � 3� $� 2� �� .� �� �' "' �	 � G� $� 2� 
 � T�� �‡ $� 2� Í +� �Ô �� �I � "� >� �	 �� _� F� $� 2� �� ;�&� � BI "��� �› $�

� �4 ���	 �Ô�� ��ª F	 �� ;›� �� � B�� �� � �� � v�� W& 	 � |�� $� �� _�� F,0 �� 
 �0 ?� � �	 � �� + "� �4 �� j �� L� F� .� �� �� �� � ��� G40 � *�› $� � 9��� F W& 	 <�

 � ;� $� �� �& 	� E	 � T� �	�0 ���� _�� F W& 	 <�   
 �	�� �� <�.  

 �����0 ��  W	 <�ª� �� <� � _�� F.  
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He did not spurn the plea of the lowly; He did not hide His face 
from him; when he cried out to Him, He listened. 26 Because of You 
I offer praise in the great congregation; I pay my vows in the 
presence of His worshipers. 27Let the lowly eat and be satisfied; let 
all who seek the LORD praise Him. Always be of good cheer! 28Let 
all the ends of the earth pay heed and turn to the LORD, and the 
peoples of all nations prostrate themselves before You; 29for 
kingship is the LORD’s and He rules the nations. 30All those in full 
vigor shall eat and prostrate themselves; all those at death’s door, 
whose spirits flag, shall bend the knee before Him. 31Offspring shall 
serve Him; the LORD’s  fame shall be proclaimed to the generation 
32to come; they shall tell of His beneficence to people yet to be 
born, for He has acted. 
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 �� �� �� �Ê �� �' �� $� '� �� $� 2�, ��Í' �� �Ê �� �� �� �› "� E�0` ,   �Ú "› ��

�� �Ú "� �Î " � �� m� �	 $� 2�Í �� �I ��, �� �' ��0 WÔ " � �� � FË "V ��Í 
0�04 �� �Ô �� �� �� �Ê � �� F�0� �� �› �� �Ê. �	 �� 2	 �� � ��0� � F�0Ê , 	 F	0Á 

^ �› W� � F� �̀ �� �0�, W� �� ª�0� � F� �̀ �� ^ �
. �� �' F�Í �0� �� �' $� 2P " 
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	 "Ë "Á �� �� › "Ë "� �� �� �� È F� �› � �Ê "� ����.  8� �Ê� �� �	  ����� �� �' 
 �� ��È F�Í�, ^� �	 �� "� �� È F�Í� �	 "�, � "� �4 "� �� È F� �� �� /̀,  ��' F� ��� È F�� �› ��� 
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Arbit for the Night of Purim 
 

Mizmor for Purim 
22For the leader; on ayyeleth ha-shahar A psalm of David. 2My 
God, my God, why have You abandoned me; why so far from 
delivering me and from my anguished roaring? 3My God, I cry by 
day—You answer not; by night, and have no respite. 4But You are 
the Holy One, enthroned, the Praise of Israel. 5In You our fathers 
trusted; they trusted, and You rescued them. 6To You they cried out 
and they escaped; in You they trusted and were not disappointed. 
7But I am a worm, less than human; scorned by men, despised by 
people. 8All who see me mock me; they curl their lips, they shake 
their heads. 9“Let him commit himself to the LORD; let Him rescue 
him, let Him save him, for He is pleased with him.” 10You drew me 
from the womb, made me secure at my mother’s breast. 11I became 
Your charge at birth; from my mother’s womb You have been my 
God. 12Do not be far from me, for trouble is near, and there is none 
to help. 13Many bulls surround me, mighty ones of Bashan encircle 
me. 14They open their mouths at me like tearing, roaring lions. 15My 
life ebbs away: all my bones are disjointed; my heart is like wax, 
melting within me; 16my vigor dries up like a shard; my tongue 
cleaves to my palate; You commit me to the dust of death. 17Dogs 
surround me; a pack of evil ones closes in on me, like lions [they 
maul] my hands and feet. 18I take the count of all my bones while 
they look on and gloat. 19They divide my clothes among 
themselves, casting lots for my garments. 20But You, O LORD,  be 
not far off; my strength, hasten to my aid. 21Save my life from the 
sword, my precious life from the clutches of a dog. 22Deliver me 
from a lion’s mouth; from the horns of wild oxen rescue me. 
23Then will I proclaim Your fame to my brethren, praise You in 
the congregation. 24You who fear the LORD, praise Him! All you 
offspring of Jacob, honor Him! Be in dread of Him, all you 
offspring of Israel! 25For He did not scorn, 
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